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ISSUES AND ANSWERS

DURING THE PERIOD APRIL 1-JUNE 30, 2017
THE FOLLOWING ISSUES AND PROBLEMS WERE AMONG THOSE ADDRESSED BY WSB-AM :

POLITICS / GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS
CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY 

EDUCATION
CRIME / SAFETY / SCAMS

HEALTH / ENVIRONMENT / RELIGIOUS
TECHNOLOGY / ART & ENTERTAINMENT

EMPLOYMENT/BUSINESS
WOMEN / MINORITY
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WSB-AM 
APRIL 1-JUNE 30, 2017

LIST OF PROGRAMS AIRTIMES LENGTH PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

PERSPECTIVES SUN  6:00AM 25 MINUTES LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
MON 12:00AM             PROGRAM DEALING WITH LOCAL ISSUES

OR TOPICS OF PARTICULAR MINORITY INTEREST.

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK MON 1:00AM 25 MINUTES LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS
PROGRAM DEALING WITH MINORITY 
BUSINESS AND COMMUNITY ISSUES.

HEALTH TALK ATLANTA SUN 5:00AM 50 MINUTES LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS
PROGRAM DEALING WITH VARIOUS TYPES 
OF MEDICAL INFORMATION.  

THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW M-F 1PM-3PM 2 HOURS LOCALLY PRODUCED CONSUMER AFFAIRS ADVICE 
SHOW.  

LISTENERS CALL IN TO ASK CONSUMER ADVICE.

*EXCEPT WHEN PRE-EMPTED BY PLAY-BY-PLAY SPORTS

*LENGTHS OF PROGRAMS ARE APPROXIMATE                                                                                                                                          
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PROGRAMMING: 
IN ADDITION TO THE DESCRIPTIVE PROGRAMS LISTED ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE, WSB-AM WSBB-FM'S NEWS/TALK FORMAT 
PROVIDES A FORUM/VENUE TO ADDRESS ISSUES OF CONCERN TO ATLANTA, WSB-AM’S CITY OF LICENSE ON A DAILY BASIS.

24- HOUR NEWS COVERAGE-
WSB AIRS 4 HOURS OF NEWS EVERY MORNING AND ONE HOUR OF NEWS EVERY AFTERNOON, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.  WSB 
ALSO AIRS 11 MINUTES OF NEWS PER HOUR FROM 9 AM THROUGH 12 MIDNIGHT, SUNDAY THROUGH SATURDAY.  WSB AIRS 5 
MINUTES OF NEWS PER HOUR DURING THE REMAINING HOURS…”WHEN THE NEWS BREAKS…WE BREAK IN”

MONDAY - FRIDAY PROGRAMMING:
ATLANTA'S MORNING NEWS WITH SCOTT SLADE- 4:30AM-8:30 AM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY - IS A MIX OF NEWS, WEATHER, 
TRAFFIC, SPORTS, AND INFORMATION FEATURING SCOTT SLADE AND THE NEWS/TALK WSB NEWS, WEATHER AND TRAFFIC 
TEAM.  THE PROGRAM FEATURES UPDATES ON THE TOP LOCAL AND NATIONAL STORIES, UPDATED NEWS FROM OVERNIGHT, 
WEATHER PROVIDED BY AN ON STAFF METEOROLOGIST, AIRBORNE TRAFFIC REPORTING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE WSB THE 
TRAFFIC CENTER, AND UPDATES ON OVERNIGHT SPORTS AND SCORES.

THE NEAL BOORTZ SHOW: 8:30 AM - 12:00PM – BOORTZ, WITH MORE THAN 40 YEARS IN TALK RADIO IS ONE OF ATLANTA'S 
BEST-KNOWN RADIO PERSONALITIES.  FOR 4.5 HALF HOURS DAILY, BOORTZ SAYS WHAT MOST PEOPLE WON’T AS HE TALKS 
ABOUT THE TOP LOCAL AND NATIONAL NEWS STORIES OF THE DAY.   THE DISCUSSIONS ON HIS SHOW ARE TIMELY AND 
INFORMATIVE AND NEAL ALWAYS OFFERS AN INTERESTING TWIST ON EACH SUBJECT.

THE RUSH LIMBAUGH SHOW:  12PM-3PM– NATIONALLY SYNDICATED ISSUES ORIENTED TALK PROGRAM WITH MAJOR 
EMPHASIS ON POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT HOSTED BY RUSH LIMBAUGH. 

SEAN HANNITY SHOW: 3PM-5PM – NATIONALLY SYNDICATED ISSUES ORIENTED TALK PROGRAM WITH MAJOR EMPHASIS ON 
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT HOSTED BY SEAN HANNITY. WE AIR THE FINAL HOUR OF SEAN’S THREE HOUR PROGRAM FROM 
7PM-8PM.

ATLANTA’S EVENING NEWS WITH ERICK ERICKSON: 5PM-7PM – ERICKSON, EDITOR OF REDSTATE.COM HOSTS A TWO HOUR 
NEWS AND INFORMATION TALK SHOW WHERE HE DISCUSSES LOCAL ISSUES AND NATIONAL POLITICS WITH EMPHASIS ON HIS 
CONSERVATIVE POINT OF VIEW.WHEN BREAKING NEWS WARRANTS, NEWS/TALK WSB WILL BREAK FORMAT AND PRODUCE A 
SPECIAL HOUR OF NEWS PROGRAMMING SIMILAR TO AN HOUR OF ATLANTA’S MORNING NEWS WITH UPDATED NEWS, WEATHER 
AND TRAFFIC. 

THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: 8PM – 10PM - A PROGRAM OF CONSUMER ADVICE AND HELPFUL INFORMATION. CLARK HOWARD 
IS HELPING MILLIONS OF AMERICANS THROUGH EXTRAORDINARY TIMES OF FINANCIAL UPHEAVAL. HE SIMPLIFIES COMPLEX 
ISSUES, ALLAYS FEARS, AND OFFERS SOUND ADVICE HELPING FAMILIES THRIVE DURING FINANCIAL CRISIS.
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THE ADAM GOLDFEIN SHOW: 10PM – 12AM - LIVE AND LOCAL ISSUES ORIENTATED TOPICAL TALK SHOW PROGRAM.  

WEEKEND PROGRAMMING:

ONEILL OUTDOORS WITH O’NEILL WILLIAMS: SATURDAY 4 AM - 6 AM.  WILLIAMS ANSWERS QUESTIONS REGARDING 
HUNTING, FISHING AND OUTDOOR SPORTS.  PROGRAM OFTEN FEATURES GUEST EXPERTS. 

LAWN & GARDEN SHOW WITH WALTER REEVES: SATURDAY 6 AM - 10 AM.  REEVES ANSWERS QUESTIONS ON GARDENING, 
OFTEN FEATURING GUESTS WHO ARE EXPERTS IN SPECIFIC GARDENING AREAS.

HOME-FIX-IT SHOW: AIRS SATURDAY FROM 10 AM - NOON.  EXPERTS IN ALL FIELDS OF HOME REPAIR AND BUILDING JOIN DAVE 
BAKER TO ANSWER CALLER QUESTIONS ON IMPROVING THE VALUE OF THEIR HOMES. 

THE MUTUAL FUND SHOW:  AIRS SATURDAY FROM NOON UNTIL 1PM. IT'S THE FIRST NATIONAL RADIO PROGRAM COVERING 
PRIMARILY MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENTS, AND AIRS IN OVER 65 MARKETS COAST-TO-COAST. HOST ADAM BOLD TAKES CALLS 
AND DELIVERS HIS INSIGHT WITH A DOWN-TO-EARTH APPROACH. 

MARK ARUM: SATURDAY 3PM-6PM WITH A LIVE AND LOCAL ISSUES ORIENTED TALK PROGRAM.

DALE CARDWELL: SATURDAY 6PM – 7PM; BARTER/TRADE CONSUMER ADVICE PROGRAM;

HANDEL ON THE LAW WITH BILL HANDEL: AIRS SATURDAYS FROM 7PM–9PM; SUNDAY 5PM – 6PM; SYNDICATED LEGAL 
ADVICE PROGRAM HOSTED BY CALIFORNIA ATTORNEY BILL HANDEL

SEAN HANNITY WEEKEND ENCORE:  SATURDAY 9PM UNTIL MIDNIGHT; RECAP OF THE BEST NEWSMAKER INTERVIEWS AND 
DISCUSSION FROM THE PRIOR WEEK’S BROADCAST.

ATLANTA’S MORNING NEWS SUNDAY EDITION:  SUNDAY 8AM – 9AM; WEEKLY ONE HOUR MAGAZINE PROGRAM LOOKING 
BACK AT THE MAJOR NEWS STORIES OF THE PAST WEEK AND LOOKING AHEAD TO THE BIG STORIES COMING UP IN THE NEW 
WEEK.  SHOW IS PRODUCED AND HOSTED BY MORNING NEWS HOST SCOTT SLADE.

MONEY MATTERS: SUNDAY 9 AM - 11AM.  CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER, WESS MOSS, PROVIDES ANSWERS FOR LISTENERS ON 
MONEY MANAGEMENT, BUDGETING AND INVESTING.
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WEEKEND PROGRAMMING:

ILYCE GLINK SHOW: SUNDAY 11AM – 1PM; REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL FINANCE EXPERT ILYCE GLINK ANSWERS LISTENER 
QUESTIONS ABOUT CONSUMER ISSUES, REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL FINANCE.

THE WEEKLY CHECK-UP:  SUNDAY 3PM – 5PM; MEDICAL CALL IN SHOW HOSTED BY LOCAL PHYSICIAN BRUCE FEINBERG.

ALLEN HUNT SHOW: SUNDAY 6P-9P LOCALLY ORIGINATED TALK PROGRAM HOSTED BY FORMER PASTOR ALLEN HUNT WITH A 
FOCUSING ON EVERYDAY ISSUES FROM A FAITH BASED PERSPECTIVE.

KIM KOMANDO: SUNDAY 9P-12M COMPUTER AND TECHNOLOGY EXPERT OFFERS INFORMATION ON THE DIGITAL AGE WITH 
CONSUMER QUESTIONS ABOUT ELECTRONICS, COMPUTERS AND TECHNOLOGY.

BULLDOG HOTLINE WITH MARK RICHT: MONDAY 8PM-9PM SEPTEMBER THROUGH DECEMBER; PLAY BY PLAY ANNOUNCER 
LARRY MUNSON AND UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA HEAD FOOTBALL COACH TAKE LISTENER CALLS AND DISCUSS THE PRIOR 
WEEK’S GAME.

BULLDOG HOTLINE WITH MARK FOX: MONDAY 8PM-9PM NOVEMBER THROUGH MARCH; PLAY BY PLAY ANNOUNCER SCOTT 
HOWARD AND UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA HEAD BASKETEBALL COACH TAKE LISTENR CALLS AND DISCUSS THE TEAM’S MOST 
RECENT GAME.

*EVENING AND WEEKEND PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO PRE-EMPTION FOR LIVE PLAY-BY-PLAY SPORTS, (University of Georgia 
Football and Basketball)
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CONTINUING RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY WSB-AM & WSBB-FM, SHOWS THAT TWO OF THE 

PRIMARY REASONS PEOPLE LISTEN TO THE RADIO ARE FOR WEATHER AND TRAFFIC 

INFORMATION.  WSB-AM AIRS OVER 400 WEATHER UPDATES AND OVER 300 TRAFFIC UPDATES 

DURING AN AVERAGE WEEK.
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News/Talk 750 WSB
Ascertainment Statement

News/Talk WSB develops on-air programming to address issues of significant concern to Atlanta and its surrounding 
communities.

Our news/talk format allows the radio station to address issues of concern in our city of license on a daily basis.  Issues oriented 
programming aired daily includes the Neal Boortz Show, the Clark Howard Show, and the Erick Erickson Show.

News/Talk WSB airs 4 hours of news and information Monday through Friday morning.  In addition, WSB-AM & WSBB-FM 
airs eleven minutes of news per hour from 9am until 12 midnight Monday through Saturday.  WSB-AM & WSBB-FM carries 5 
minutes of news per hour in the remaining hours. 

On a quarterly basis, News/Talk WSB produces long-form special assignment reports on issues of community concern.  Recent 
topics have included gangs, same-sex marriage, and eating disorders.

News/Talk WSB broadcasts four community affairs programs.  “Perspectives” addresses multicultural issues.  “Business in the 
Black” addresses minority issues.   “Health Talk Atlanta” addresses health issues.

Issues on these programs are ascertained through interviews with community leaders, representatives of charitable and civic 
organizations, and those individuals making a difference in our listening area.  News/Talk WSB also solicits community input 
during its public affairs programming and via the radio station’s website.

Producers for news/talk programs and for the community/public affairs programs are required to provide, in writing, details about 
each program topic, guests, and how listeners may obtain additional information about the issue.

The WSB-AM & WSBB-FM programming specialist compiles all data for the station’s quarterly reports under the supervision of 
the assistant program director for WSB-AM & WSBB-FM who is responsible for the ascertainment process.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS

April

April 13 – Erick Erickson live broadcast at Reformation Brewery in Woodstock
April 29 – Monica Perez live broadcast at Harp Irish Pub in Roswell hosted by Liberty on the Rocks
April 30 – station appearance at Taste of Marietta

May

May 4 – station appearance at Taste of Alpharetta
May 11 – Live Taping of The Herman Cain Show in Woodstock
May 17 – Mark Arum Show live broadcast at Gino’s NY Pizza Bar in Atlanta (I-85 Reopening Party)
May 20 – station appearance at Capt. Herb Memorial Ride at Fred’s BBQ House in Lithia Springs
May 24 – Erick Erickson live broadcast at KirbyG’s in McDonough

June

June 3 – Belinda Skelton live broadcast at Atlanta Food & Wine Festival in Piedmont Park
June 9 – Von Haessler Doctrine live broadcast at Williamson Bros. Bar-B-Q in Marietta
June 10 – station appearance at Good Neighbor Day Air Show @DeKalb-Peachtree Airport
June 12 – Live Taping of The Herman Cain Show at Olde Blind Dog Irish Pub in Milton
June 14 – Erick Erickson live broadcast at 5 Seasons Brewing Co. @The Prado in Atlanta
June 21 – station appearance at Gwinnett Braves game
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WSB-AM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 2ND Qtr. 2017             6/30/17

ISSUE & DESCRIPTION DATE  TIME LENGTH
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS:

4/3/17 9a-noon 3Hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW:   Created a positive tone from the "top", inspiring businesses to grow again
.  Stopped regulatory attacks on businesses through Executive Orders (EO)
.  Unleashed America's energy sector by rolling back business killing regs
.  Nominated an originalist to the Supreme Court (Judge Neil Gorsuch) 
.  Issued an EO for the IRS to not enforce the health insurance mandate or penalties, pending repeal and replacement of Obamacare. 
.  Issued an EO to rollback unjustifiable EPA regulations
.  Stopped the growth of federal spending with a freeze on federal hiring
.  Proposed a $54 million increase in military spending to rebuild the military
.  Created jobs by encouraging businesses to stay and build in the USA
.  Renegotiating trade deals. Bi-lateral instead of group deals
.  Received over 200 bids to "build the wall" along the US southern border
.  Enforcing immigration laws, although being slowed by liberal judges
.  Empowering the military to "defeat" ISIS
.  Extreme vetting (blocked by the Courts)
.  Appointed and got confirmed a new head of Veteran's Affairs
The Trump administration has accomplished this and more while fighting off fake news, false news, speculative news, the Democrats, and the Washington 
establishment, which includes some Republicans, in less than 100 days!
Here are the big things the administration is working on that need Congressional cooperation. We know most of the Democrats will never cooperate, because that's 
what they have said. Some Democrats will support some of these big issues, because they have not forgotten who they represent.
These things are on President Trump's agenda ...
.  Repeal and replace Obamacare
.  Lower taxes / tax reform
.  Repatriate corporate profits
All of these things will help boost economic growth. But the liberals will say he has failed, because he has not delivered them in the first one hundred days. Bull 
feathers! But that's what they focus on. 

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS:
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4/4/17 9am-noon 3Hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The Senate is poised to go nuclear.
Republicans and Democrats are on a collision course over Neil Gorsuch, President Trump's nominee to the Supreme Court.
The Judiciary Committee narrowly backed the 49-year-old appellate court judge, but Democrats secured the 41 votes to try to block the choice on a 
filibuster.
Under that option, nominations could be approved with a simple majority in the 100-member Senate. Now, it takes 60 votes to clear parliamentary 
hurdles and set up an up-or-down vote on the nominee.
 BUT WHAT IS IT? This procedural maneuver has recent precedent. In 2013, Democrats were in the majority under the leadership of Sen. Harry 
Reid of Nevada and upset about the blockage of President Obama's nominees to a powerful appellate court.
Democrats pushed through a rules change lowering the vote threshold on all nominees except for the Supreme Court from 60 to a simple majority.
The Supreme Court was exempted as part of a deal bringing along Democrats reluctant to change the rules.
At the time, McConnell warned Democrats the strategy would backfire: I say to my friends on the other side of the aisle, you will regret this, and you 
may regret it a lot sooner than you think. Before 1975, it was even tougher for presidents to get their nominations through because two-thirds of the 
senators present and voting had to agree to move forward.

4/5/17 9am-noon 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Former national security adviser Susan Rice categorically denied that the Obama administration inappropriately 
spied on President Trump or members of his transition team. The allegation is that somehow, Obama administration officials utilized intelligence for 
political purposes, Rice told MSNBC’s Andrea Mitchell is absolutely false. Rice had requested that at least one Trump transition team member be 
unmasked, leading to claims that the Obama White House had intended to use that intelligence to damage Trump’s transition. While Rice did not 
deny making any such requests — declining to comment on specific reports — she denied that her actions went outside the scope of her job.
She said that it was not uncommon, it was necessary at times to make those requests, I don’t have a particular recollection of doing that more 
frequently after the election. “The notion, which some people are trying to suggest, that by asking for the identity of the American person is the same 
is leaking it — that’s completely false,” Rice said. “There is no equivalence between so-called unmasking and leaking.”
Rice also flatly denied exposing Trump’s own former national security adviser, Michael Flynn, who was forced to resign in February after media 
reports revealed that he misled Vice President Pence about the contents of his discussions with the Russian ambassador.
Two anonymous U.S. said that the former Obama national security adviser was the one who requested unmasking Trump administration officials in 
raw intelligence files since viewed by Reps. Devin Nunes and Adam Schiff the heads of the House Intel Committee.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS:

4/7/17 9am-noon 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW:  On Thursday, the United States attacked a government-controlled air base in Syria, responding to a chemical 
weapons attack that U.S. officials blamed on Syria President Bashar al-Assad. Six people were killed in the airstrike, according to a televised 
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statement by the Syrian's Armed Forces General Command. Talal Barazi, the governor of Homs province, told The Associated Press that seven 
others were wounded.
A Syrian opposition monitor said the attack killed four soldiers, including a general. The head of the Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human 
Rights said more than a dozen hangars, a fuel depot and an air defense base were damaged. The strike took place at 8:40 p.m. ET (3:40 a.m. local 
time), CNN reported. It targeted aircraft, aircraft shelters, petroleum and logistical storage, ammunition supply bunkers, air defense systems, and "the 
things that make the airfield operate," Pentagon spokesman Capt. Jeff Davis told reporters. The missiles were launched from warships in the Eastern 
Mediterranean.
 
 

4/10/17 9am-noon 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: A slow parade of red brake lights illuminated the Atlanta highways Monday morning as motorists inched around the 
city in the wake of a bridge fire and collapse that shut down one of the main highways. Atlanta's mayor had warned motorists they'd face longer 
commutes Monday, as school buses, parents and workers returned to the roads after spring break. Video from news helicopters showed traffic 
backups that stretched for miles on Interstate 285, the bypass around Atlanta.

4/11/17 9am-noon 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: United Airlines is facing a turbulent public reaction over its treatment of a passenger who was physically dragged 
from a flight. A video of the incident showed a man who was traveling on United Airlines flight 3411 from Chicago to Louisville forcibly removed 
when the flight was oversold Sunday night. Passengers were chosen at random to be bumped from the flight, including the man and his wife. The 
man, who says he’s a doctor, was shown screaming as officers pull him from his seat. The passenger was seen being dragged down the aisle on his 
back by his hands, body limp, bleeding from the mouth, glasses askew and shirt pulled up above his navel. It marks the second time in less than a 
month that United was criticized for its treatment of passengers. Adding to the public outrage is a letter from United CEO Oscar Munoz to its 
employees defending the airline’s actions, writing “our agents were left with no choice” but to call security to remove the passenger.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

4/12/17 9am-Noon 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer has apologized for making an "inappropriate and insensitive" comparison 
to the Holocaust in comments about Syrian President Bashar Assad's use of chemical weapons - remarks that drew instant rebuke from Jewish groups 
and critics.
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Spicer said in an interview with CNN that he was trying to make a point about Assad's use of chemical weapons and gas against his people Tuesday 
but "mistakenly made an inappropriate and insensitive reference to the Holocaust, for which there is no comparison. And for that I apologize. It was a 
mistake to do that." During the daily White House briefing, Spicer told reporters that Adolf Hitler "didn't even sink to using chemical weapons." 
Critics noted the remark ignored Hitler's use of gas chambers to exterminate Jews during the Holocaust

4/13/17 9am-Noon 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: President Trump called it "unlikely" that Russia could have been unaware of Syria's plans for a chemical attack last 
week that killed at least 87 civilians, including small children. Trump's comment came during a joint press conference with NATO Secretary General 
Jens Stoltenberg after he was asked for his "instinct" about whether it was possible Syria's government could have initiated the attack without 
Russia's knowledge.

4/14/17 9am-Noon    3Hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The U.S. military dropped its largest non-nuclear bomb on an ISIS tunnel complex in eastern Afghanistan.
The GBU-43B, a 21,000-pound conventional bomb, was deployed in Nangarhar Province close to the Afghanistan/Pakistan border. By comparison, 
each Tomahawk cruise missile launched at a Syrian military air base last week weighed 1,000 pounds each.
The MOAB -- Massive Ordnance Air Blast -- is also known as the “Mother Of All bombs.” was first tested in 2003, but hadn't been used in combat 
before yesterday. Pentagon spokesman Adam Stump said the bomb had been brought to Afghanistan "some time ago" for potential use. The bomb 
explodes in the air, creating air pressure that can make tunnels and other structures collapse. It can be used at the start of an offensive to soften up the 
enemy, weakening both its infrastructure and morale. President Trump said that this was another successful mission and he gave the military total 
authorization.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 
4/17/17 9am-12pm 3Hrs.

THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: It's not the Russians. It's the Democrats.
Since the Democrats can't raise enough money to steal, by outspending, all 435 congressional seats in the 2018 midterm elections, they decided to 
pool their money to try to steal the 6th Congressional District in Georgia in a special election.
The special election is on Tuesday, and it’s being held to fill the seat vacated by now-Health and Human Services Secretary Tom Price. It's a 
crowded 18-person field of candidates with 15 Republicans and three Democrats. 
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The 30-year-old Democrat, Jon Ossoff, is leading all candidates with 42 percent in a poll by Fox 5 News Atlanta. Karen Handle leads all 15 
Republicans with 21 percent of those surveyed. A typical congressional race in Georgia would cost about $2 million during a normal cycle. Jon 
Ossoff has more than $8 million supporting his campaign, most of it consisting of outside-Georgia money – including a fair amount coming out of 
Washington, D.C. The most likely outcome is a runoff on June 20 between Ossoff and the top Republican finisher. That could any of the top four 
Republican candidates with such a crowded field. The Democrats were hoping that Ossoff would win with 50 percent plus 1 to avoid a run off in a 
district that has been Republican for decades. That's not likely, which suggests a Republican victory once the Republican field is down to one 
candidate. The current status of this race shows that the voters in the 6th Congressional District of Georgia are not stupid. Some of them are stupid 
enough to vote for a 30-year-old deceptive Democrat, but most voters are not. Thankfully! Although this race is not over yet, it does show just how 
close you can come to stealing an election if you have enough money. The Democrats may come up a little short on the money, but it appears they 
are way short on a compelling and credible candidate.  Most importantly, the Democrats are underestimating the intelligence of the voters in that 
district, just as they did during the recent 2016 presidential race. Stupid and uninformed voters may vote in a telephone poll based on media-inspired 
perceptions, but getting them to the voting booth will be another matter. We will wait and see. 

4/18/17 9am-Noon 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: A congressional special election Tuesday in Georgia is the latest proxy between Republican President Donald Trump 
and the opposition movement. Democratic hopes are pinned on Jon Ossoff. The former congressional staffer has raised more than $8.3 million from 
around the country as he tries to win a House seat in the historically conservative northern suburbs of Atlanta. Ossoff leads polls and wants to win an 
outright majority in an 18-candidate field. Republicans hope to force a June runoff.

4/19/17  9a-noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: With 100 percent of the precincts reporting, Ossoff had garnered 48 percent of the vote, falling just short of the 
majority threshold required in the so-called “jungle primary.”  Handel was the top GOP vote-getter at 20 percent, finishing comfortably ahead of 
technology executive Bob Gray, who received 11 percent of the vote, and former State Senators Judson Hill and Dan Moody, who received 9 percent 
of the vote respectively. “We are going to rally around Karen Handel,” Gray tweeted late Tuesday as it became clear he would not make the runoff. 
“We wish her Godspeed.” The winner of the runoff between Handel and Ossoff will succeed Tom Price, who resigned to become Trump's health and 
human services secretary.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

4/20/17  9a- noon  3 hrs. 
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The tax-writing committee of the U.S. House of Representatives will begin holding hearings on a Republican tax 
reform proposal next week. House Ways and Means Chairman Kevin Brady told Fox News that the panel will soon announce hearings on the plan 
known as the House blueprint "starting next week." Brady has said he intends to unveil tax reform legislation this spring. But it was not clear how an 
ongoing congressional debate about repealing and replacing the healthcare law known as Obamacare might impact the intended timeline.
  

4/21/17  9a- noon  3 hrs.
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THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The Georgia delegation of house republicans has endorsed Karen Handel.  In a written statement sent to WSB they 
say....“unlike the liberal candidate, Handel has made the 6th district her home for decades and will bring Georgia values to Washington—not the 
other way around."

4/24/17  9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: A BIG WEEK President Trump is heading into a very busy week of his presidency, where he’ll be juggling a 
renewed health care push and a looming budget deadline. It's all complicated by a potential showdown with Democrats over paying for a border wall.
 The symbolic 100-day mark for the administration is Saturday. That's the same day government could shut down without a budget deal. Trump has 
announced a rally in Pennsylvania that day. Despite Trump's dismissal that the 100-day marker is "artificial," the White House is planning a packed 
week of activities leading up to Saturday. Trump will sign executive orders on energy and rural policies, dine with Supreme Court justices, meet with 
the president of Argentina and travel to Atlanta for a National Rifle Association event. Trump would like to revive a failed effort by House 
Republicans to replace "Obamacare." He also hopes to use a $1 trillion catchall spending bill to salvage victories on his promised border wall, a 
multibillion-dollar down payment on a Pentagon buildup, and perhaps a crackdown on cities that refuse to cooperate with immigration enforcement 
by federal authorities. Trump weighed in on his proposed border wall Sunday on Twitter, saying "Eventually, but at a later date so we can get started 
early, Mexico will be paying, in some form, for the badly needed border wall." Trump has repeatedly asserted that Mexico would pay for the wall, 
which he says is necessary to stop the flow of immigrants crossing the border illegally as well as drug smugglers. Trump tweeted a warning at 
Democrats on Sunday, saying: "ObamaCare is in serious trouble. The Dems need big money to keep it going - otherwise it dies far sooner than 
anyone would have thought." Trump is also planning to outline a tax cut plan on Wednesday. He told The Associated Press on Friday that it would 
include a "massive" tax cut for both individuals and corporations. On Fox, Mulvaney said to expect "some specific governing principles, some 
guidance, also some indication on what the rates are going to be." He added: "I don't think anybody expects us to roll out bill language on 
Wednesday." The White House is eager to tout progress on the litany of agenda items Trump promised to fulfill in his first 100 days, despite setbacks 
including court bans on his proposed immigration limits and the high-profile failure in repealing and replacing Obamacare.
The president said Friday he spent his first 100 days laying the "foundation" for progress later in his administration, including by building 
relationships with foreign leaders.

 
POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

4/25/17  9a- noon   3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The Senate easily approved Sonny Perdue to lead President Trump's Agriculture Department.
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said lawmakers are continuing to negotiate on a bill to keep the government funded and prevent a 
shutdown at the end of the week. McConnell offered no news of progress in the talks but said the goal was to complete work “very soon”

4/27/17  9a-noon  3 hrs.
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THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: President Trump called for deep reductions in business tax rates and major changes to the individual tax system in a 
bid to reinvigorate his economic and legislative agenda as he nears the 100-day mark of his presidency.
The plan largely hews to tax-cut proposals Trump made during his presidential campaign last year, but it includes several crucial changes.
 Most notably, Trump is proposing to repeal a provision of the tax code that allows individuals to deduct the state and local taxes they pay from their 
reportable income. Trump also is proposing a 35% top tax rate for individuals, down from the current 39.6% rate but above the 33% rate he backed 
during the campaign. Lower brackets would be set at 10% and 25%. The standard deduction for all individuals would be doubled, but all other 
deductions—except for mortgage interest and charitable contributions—would be eliminated. The corporate tax rate would drop to 15% from 35%, 
and U.S. companies would owe little or no U.S. tax on their future foreign profits. The tax rate on business income reported on individual returns also 
would drop to 15% instead of being taxed at individual tax rates. The estate tax and alternative minimum tax would be repealed.

4/28/17  9a-noon 3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The annual NRA convention started yesterday in downtown Atlanta, but later today President Trump will address the 
NRA gathering midday at the Georgia World Congress Center.
Along with Mr. Trump, speakers at the meeting will include Florida Governor Rick Scott, Georgia Senator David Perdue and Texas Senator Ted 
Cruz.
 At least several hundred gun control advocates are expected to gather Friday and Saturday in downtown Atlanta to protest the National Rifle 
Association’s annual convention this weekend. More than 300 people have RSVP’d on social media to attend a 11:30 a.m. “die-in” several blocks 
away in Woodruff Park.
Atlanta’s Representative John Lewis has just been confirmed for Saturday’s protest rally in Woodruff Park, upping the event’s profile on the eve of 
Donald Trump’s visit Friday to the city.

 POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

5/1/17   9a-noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Hundreds of thousands of demonstrators are expected to take to the streets today in massive May Day events across 
America… mostly protesting the policies of President Trump. May Day, also known as International Worker’s Day has spawned protests around the 
globe in past years highlighting workers’ rights. But on Monday, the impetus for the U.S. marches span from immigrants' rights to LGBT awareness 
to police misconduct.
Another widespread effort, dubbed Beyond the Movement, will feature a collection of racial-justice groups and include protests and marches in more 
than 50 cities, from Portland, Ore., to Miami. In 2006, the focus of May Day demonstrations shifted to immigration when roughly 1 million people, 
including nearly half a million in Chicago alone, took to the streets to protest federal legislation that would have made living in the U.S. without legal 
permission a felony.
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5/2/17 9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Georgia State officials expect to reopen I-85 in Atlanta before May 26th, weeks ahead of their original schedule.
That’s just in time for Memorial Day weekend and much sooner than the original June 15th deadline set by the Georgia Department of 
Transportation.
The new timeline would be a tremendous relief for hundreds of thousands of commuters who used to use that stretch of highway before it went up in 
flames on March 30th. I-85 has been closed near Piedmont Road in Buckhead since a fire destroyed one of the main highways into the heart of 
Atlanta. A homeless man, Basil Eleby, has been charged with arson in connection with the fire, which was fueled by construction material GDOT 
had stored under the bridge.

5/3/17 9:15AM 3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: On the budget, the media got it wrong..  the missed the main points.  HC crunched the numbers last night.
Mick Mulvaney praised the budget deal in a conference call with reporters - in which he was asked to explain President Trump's advocacy for a 
future shutdown in a tweet . Paul Ryan says the budget bill is full of conservative wins, saying the boosts defense and border protection  
1.1-T budget has 11 omnibus budget plans spread over 9 departments.  If you look at The increases above the 2016 enacted levels the budget is 
$34.2-billion.  The money goes to defense $19.9-billion for the year, energy and water $586-million, homeland security $1.5-billion.  These are all 
priorities for Trump.
Since 2016,  DOJ $430-million cut, financial svc including the IRS $2-billion in cuts.  

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

5/4/17 9:00AM 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The House will vote today on the revised American Healthcare Act to repeal and replace Obamacare.
An eleventh-hour deal renewed momentum for House Republicans working to repeal and replace Obamacare, as leaders furiously lobbied undecided 
and skeptical lawmakers on the plan. The change in mood comes after GOP Reps. Fred Upton and Billy Long met with President Trump at the White 
House and flipped their votes from "no" to "yes."

5/5/17 9:00AM 3Hrs
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: 
The U.S. House of Representatives approved the revised American Healthcare Act which is set to replace most of Obamacare.  
The bill passed   with 20 Republicans voting in opposition and no Democrats supporting it.
Following the vote, dozens of Republicans gathered with President Trump at the White House to mark the legislative victory. 
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The vote is bound to cast a long political shadow for House Republicans in the months leading up to next year’s midterm elections. Already, many 
GOP lawmakers face constituents back home upset over the prospect of changes to health-care benefits that affect millions.
In recent days, late additions to the legislation and personal lobbying by Mr. Trump shored up Republican support.
One set of changes was aimed at giving insurers more freedom, with state approval, to sell less-comprehensive health plans and to adjust their prices, 
an effort to create competition and drive down the cost of premiums. Another set was aimed at cushioning the impact that the late changes could have 
on people with pre-existing medical conditions.

5/8/17  9a- noon   3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The House Republican bill repealing and replacing ObamaCare faces high procedural hurdles in the Senate that will 
likely force GOP negotiators to throw out key portions of the legislation. Republicans are using special budget rules to prevent Democrats from 
filibustering the legislation. But the Senate has long warned the House that the rules could prohibit certain things in the bill from being included.
GOP senators have already flagged two problems: language allowing states to opt out of regulations defining what healthcare services insurers must 
cover, and a provision banning them from discriminating against people based on their health. Another part of the House bill that allows health plans 
to charge older policyholders five times what they charge young adults — a shift from the 3-to-1 ratio mandated by ObamaCare — could also be a 
problem.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS:

5/9/17  9a- noon   3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Former acting Attorney General Sally Yates warned the White House that former national security adviser Michael 
Flynn created a "compromise situation" and could have been "blackmailed. While the Justice Department's concerns about Flynn have previously 
,The United States needs to do more to respond to Russia's meddling in last year's election. That's the opinion of former National Intelligence 
Director James Clapper and former acting Attorney General Sally Yates, both testifying before a Senate subcommittee.

5/10/17  9a- noon 3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: President Trump fired James Comey as director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
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Trump informed Comey that he had been terminated yesterday afternoon, after accepting the recommendations of Attorney General Jeff Sessions and 
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein. In a statement, the president said that the FBI is one of our Nation’s most cherished and respected 
institutions and today will mark a new beginning for our crown jewel of law enforcement. The White House said the search for a new permanent 
director would “begin immediately.”

5/11/17   9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: White House spokeswoman Sarah Huckabee Sanders said that President Trump had been thinking of firing James 
Comey from his post as FBI director ever since he was elected in November.The president had lost confidence in Director Comey, Sanders told 
reporters. He’d been considering letting Director Comey go since they day he was elected. At the same time, she denied that Trump ordered Attorney 
General Jeff Sessions and his deputy, Rod Rosenstein, to come up with a rationale to fire him.
Trump met with Sessions and Rosenstein, who expressed their own concerns about Comey's conduct to the president. Trump then asked both men "to 
put that recommendation in writing." The next day Trump made the decision to oust him. Sanders’s comments added confusion to the circumstances 
surrounding Comey’s abrupt firing Tuesday evening.  During the 2016 campaign, Trump vacillated between praising and criticizing Comey’s 
handling of the investigation into Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton’s use of a private email server. But after his victory in November, 
Trump made several friendly gestures to Comey. He shook hands and embraced him during a reception for law enforcement officials just days after 
his inauguration. Just last week, White House press secretary Sean Spicer said Trump "has confidence" in Comey after Trump tweeted that he had 
given Clinton a "free pass" during the election.  Sanders repeated Trump’s claim that he “wanted to give Director Comey a chance" but said he 
became increasingly frustrated by what she described as "atrocities" committed by the FBI chief. The spokeswoman likened Comey's announcement 
last summer that he would not recommend charges against Clinton over her private email server to "throwing a stick of dynamite” into the Justice 
Department.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS:

5/15/17   9a- noon  3 hrs. Hosted by Mark Kaye
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Metro Atlanta’s six-week traffic nightmare is over.   
The Georgia Department of Transportation announced just after 6 pm on Saturday night that it had re-opened the southbound lanes of Interstate 85 
between Ga. Highway 400 and the Downtown Connector.  That news came about 23 hours after the agency announced it had re-opened the 
northbound lanes to traffic. Back in biz, GDOT officials wrote on their metro Atlanta Facebook page. “All lanes on I-85 SB are open! Travel safe and 
remember to ‘Drive Alert, Arrive Alive!’”

5/16/17   9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: President Donald Trump's national security adviser is denying a report that claims Trump shared highly classified 
intelligence about Islamic State militants with a top Russian diplomat.
H.R. McMaster told reporters in a brief statement that The Washington Post report published Monday "is false" and "at no time" were intelligence 
sources or methods discussed during Trump's meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov.
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The Post report says Trump revealed highly classified information about Islamic State militants to Lavrov and Russia's ambassador to the U.S., 
Sergey Kislyak, during a meeting at the White House last week. McMaster says: "I was in the room. it didn't happen." McMaster says the president 
did not discuss details that were not already known publicly.

5/18/17  9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The Justice Department announced Wednesday it has appointed former FBI Director Robert Mueller as a special 
counsel to oversee a federal investigation into the probe of alleged Russian influence in the 2016 presidential election.
The appointment came amid a growing Democratic outcry for someone outside the Justice Department to handle the politically charged investigation. 
The appointment gives Mueller, who led the FBI through the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and served under presidential administrations of both parties, 
sweeping powers to investigate whether Trump campaign associates colluded with the Kremlin to influence the outcome in his behalf, as well as the 
authority to prosecute any crimes uncovered during the probe. The Justice Department said Mueller has resigned from his job at a private law firm to 
take the job of special counsel.

5/19/17  9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: President Trump on Thursday reacted to the appointment of a special counsel to investigate Russia's attempted 
interference in the 2016 election by saying there was "no collusion."   On Wednesday, Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein announced the 
appointment of former FBI Director Robert Mueller to serve as special counsel to "oversee the previously-confirmed FBI investigation of Russian 
government efforts to influence the 2016 presidential election and related matters." Earlier Thursday, Trump told television anchors during a lunch 
that the appointment "hurts our country terribly."

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS:

5/22/167 9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: President Donald Trump says Israel's Arab neighbors are realizing they share a "common cause" with Israel in the 
threat from Iran.
Trump is urging the U.S. and Israel to boost cooperation against common threats, and declaring the Iran never be allowed to have a nuclear weapon. 
He says Iran - Israel's chief enemy in the Middle East - must also cease funding, training and supplying weapons to terrorist groups and militias. 
Speaking during his first visit to Israel as president, Trump says there is strong consensus on these issues among the world's nations, including many 
in the Muslim world. Trump also thanked Israel's leaders for being committed to achieving peace between Israelis and Palestinians.
He meets Tuesday with Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas.

5/23/17  9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: TERROR IN THE UK - Traumatized families have told of the scenes of carnage they witnessed after a suicide 
bomber set off a ball bearing bomb at a packed pop concert, killing at least 22 people, including children, and injuring around 60.  
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Witnesses told of nuts and bolts tearing into young music fans when the blast was detonated in the foyer area of the Manchester Arena as a concert 
US popstar Ariana Grande ended. The bomb went off at a time when mothers and fathers were leaving with their children and other parents were 
arriving to pick up groups of youngsters.

5/24/17  9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: THE 2018 BUDGET According to the White House's budget proposal for next year, President Trump wants 
lawmakers to slash healthcare and food assistance programs for the poor as they cut $3.6 trillion in government spending over 10 years. 
The budget proposal in its current form is unlikely to be approved by lawmakers as they craft their own tax and spending plans but the document sets 
out Trump's budget priorities and lays down a marker with Congress. Trump seeks to balance the budget by the end of the decade. There is some new 
spending in his plan for fiscal year 2018, which starts in October. The Pentagon would get a boost, and there would be a $1.6 billion down payment 
to begin building a wall along the border with Mexico, which was a central promise of Trump's presidential campaign.
Trump's proposal foresees selling half of the U.S. emergency oil stockpile, created in 1975 after the Arab oil embargo caused fears of price spikes. 
The announcement surprised oil markets, and pulled down U.S. crude prices. The biggest savings would come from cuts to the Medicaid healthcare 
program for the poor made as part of a Republican healthcare bill passed by the House of Representatives.
Trump, who is traveling overseas this week, wants lawmakers to cut more than $800 billion from Medicaid and more than $192 billion from food 
stamps. Republicans are under pressure to deliver on promised tax cuts, the cornerstone of the Trump administration's pro-business economic agenda, 
which would cut the business tax rate to 15 percent from 35 percent, and reduce the number of personal tax brackets.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

5/25/17  9a- noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: A report from the Congressional Budget Office says that an estimated 23 million people will lose health coverage by 
2026 under the revised House passed American Healthcare Act. The report from the CBO also said federal deficits would fall by $119 billion 
between 2017 and 2026 under the bill.  The CBO score raises the stakes for Republican senators now working on their own version of the legislation.
House Republicans came under sharp criticism for passing the bill before the CBO could make its assessment. The Trump administration already has 
relied on the House bill's healthcare spending cuts in its proposed federal budget. 
Congress is aiming to pass the bill under a process called reconciliation, which requires only a simple majority of votes in the Senate, where 
Republicans hold a 52-48 majority, instead of 60 votes. Under those rules, all elements of the bill must have a direct budgetary impact or else they 
must be stricken from the legislation. A group of 13 Republican senators led by Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell are expected to draft their 
own version of the healthcare bill in the coming months. McConnell, however, told Reuters on Wednesday he does not yet know how Republicans 
will have the necessary votes.
The CBO said federal deficits would fall by $119 billion between 2017 and 2026 under the Republican bill.
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The bill would eliminate most Obamacare taxes that help subsidize private health coverage for individuals, roll back the government's Medicaid 
health plan for the poor and disabled and replace the law's income-based tax credits for buying medical coverage with credits based on age.
The new CBO score predicts the AHCA would cover 1 million more Americans than a previous version of the bill, which the agency estimated 
would have left 24 million more people uninsured than Obamacare in 2026.

5/26/17   9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Republican Greg Gianforte has won the special election for Montana's sole U.S. House seat a day after being charged 
with assaulting a reporter.  :  Gianforte defeated Democrat Rob Quist on Thursday to replace Ryan Zinke, who is now President Donald Trump's 
interior secretary. Gianforte was elected despite being charged with misdemeanor assault on Wednesday after witnesses said he grabbed a reporter 
for the Guardian newspaper and slammed him to the ground.  Last night he publicly apologized for the incident.  The multimillionaire technology 
entrepreneur is an enthusiastic Trump backer, and his victory was seen as an endorsement of Trump. Gianforte's campaign was boosted by rallies 
featuring Vice President Mike Pence and Donald Trump Jr. plus millions of dollars in ads by Republican groups.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

5/30/17   9a- noon   3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: 8 GOALS FOR REPUBLICANS TO ACCOMPLISH THIS SUMMER 
Republicans are running out of time to make major legislative achievements before they break for their August recess — and President Trump’s 
200th day in office later that month.
Adopting a budget
Raising the debt limit
Avoid a government shutdown
Tax reform
Healthcare
Messaging
Grassroots involvement
Party unity

5/31/17  9a –noon   3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The U.S. Missile Defense Agency successfully shot down a dummy warhead in space over the Pacific Ocean during 
a test of a missile defense system that would protect the country from intercontinental ballistic missiles like the ones being developed by North 
Korea.During the test, an ICBM-class target was launched from the Reagan Test Site on Kwajalein Atoll in the Republic of the Marshall Islands. A 
ground-based interceptor was launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base, California, and its exo-atmospheric kill vehicle intercepted and destroyed 
the target in a direct collision. The test was the second successful intercept after two previous failures in 2014, and brings the record of successes to 
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10 hit in 18 tries, or 55 percent. The nearly quarter-billion dollar test is the most realistic test yet, designed to show how the U.S. could knock a North 
Korean nuke out of the sky if it fired such a weapon at the U.S. Thirty-six interceptors stand guard at Vandenberg and at Fort Greely in Alaska. By 
the end of 2017, the Pentagon plans to have forty-four.

6/1/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: President Trump is expected to withdraw the United States from the Paris climate agreement, though some circles 
were suggesting that Trump and aides are looking for "caveats in the language" related to the exit and have not made a final decision.  
Leaving the deal would fulfill a central campaign pledge but would anger international allies who spent years in difficult negotiations that produced 
an accord to reduce carbon emissions. Trump faced considerable pressure to hold to the deal during visits with European leaders and Pope Francis on 
his recent trip abroad. While Trump currently favors an exit, he has been known to change his thinking on major decisions and tends to seek counsel 
from a range of inside and outside advisers, many with differing agendas, until the last minute.   Ivanka Trump's preference is to stay, but she made it 
a priority to establish a review process so her father heard from all sides. Nearly 200 nations, including the United States under President Obama's 
administration, agreed in 2015 to voluntarily reduce their greenhouse gas emissions in an effort to combat climate change. Withdrawing would leave 
the United States aligned only with Russia among the world's industrialized economies.
POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

6/2/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: President Trump withdrew the United States from the “draconian” Paris climate accord, but he said he will begin 
negotiations to either re-enter the agreement or craft a new deal that he judges fair to the American people. Framing the decision mostly in economic 
and political terms, the president focused on the agreement’s benefits for the world’s other leading carbon emitters, China and India. He voiced his 
concern for protecting the environment and eschewed any reiteration of his past claims that climate change isn’t real, but he said his decision is 
rooted in protecting the country’s interests.

6/5/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: More than 80 homes in a Fulton County community received a vulgar piece of political propaganda on Sunday in the 
nation’s most expensive congressional special election. The fliers, which were distributed in a clear Ziploc bag with a small rock inside, were found 
in the driveways of Roswell's Glens of Crabapple subdivision.  Homeowners association president Janet Bingham said all 81 homes in the 
community received the item, which targeted Republican Karen Handel’s 6th District congressional campaign. The fliers are the latest example of the 
intensity in the race to replace Tom Price, now President Trump’s secretary for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Handel and 
Democrat Jon Ossoff are both vying to represent the Atlanta district in a contest that is already the nation’s most expensive congressional election in 
history, and one that has drawn national donors and media attention. Bingham reported the fliers to Roswell police. "Our campaign thinks this is 
despicable," said Ossoff spokeswoman Sacha Haworth. Handel's campaign did not respond to requests for a comment. The seat has been in GOP 
hands since 1978, having been held by such Republican stalwarts as Newt Gingrich and Johnny Isakson. Price was easily reelected several times, but 
Donald Trump carried the district over Hillary Clinton by less than two percentage points last November, fueling Democratic hopes that they can flip 
the district.

6/6/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
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THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: A 25-year-old federal contractor from Georgia is facing charges that she leaked a classified National Security Agency document to 
a news outlet in May. The charges against Reality Leigh Winner came about an hour after the publication of a story based on an NSA document detailing Russian 
attempts to hack American voting systems in 2016. She is accused of sending the classified document to ‘The Intercept’ a few days after printing it off. President 
Trump has been pushing Justice to go after leakers inside the federal government, which he has identified as "the big story" when it comes to Russia's involvement 
in the 2016 presidential election.  Winner's arrest could signal the federal government is going to aggressively investigate and prosecute individuals who send 
classified intelligence to news organizations. Trump and other Republican allies in Washington have made pursuing leakers one of their top priorities, but Winner 
is the first to face charges for releasing classified intelligence. Winner, of Augusta, Ga., is facing charges that she removed classified material from a government 
facility and mailed it to a news outlet. She was arrested on Saturday and appeared on the charge Monday. The Justice Department didn't confirm that Winner 
leaked the document, but the report stated the report received by the news outlet was dated May 5th. The affidavit confirms the intelligence document was also 
dated on May 5. Winner worked for Pluribus International Corporation and was assigned to a government facility in Georgia. She's held a top secret classified 
security clearance since being hired on Feb. 13th.  The government was not aware Winner leaked the document until a news outlet contacted government officials 
for comment on an upcoming report based on a document they believed to be classified. After receiving and reviewing a copy of the document, the government 
began an investigation. Winner was identified because she was one of six people who printed the document off of their computer. Of those six, she was the only 
one who had any email contact with a news outlet.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

6/7/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: A major night in the race for Georgia's 6th Congressional District as the candidates squared off in their only prime-
time televised date live on Channel 2 Action News. The race between the Republican Karen Handel and Democrat Jon Ossoff has garnered national 
attention as they fight for the congressional seat left vacant by now-HHS Secretary Tom Price. The election is being seen as a referendum on 
President Trump's administration.
The debate was moderated by Channel 2's Justin Farmer . Channel 2 political reporter Richard Elliot , WSB Radio's Condace Pressley and Greg 
Bluestein with the Atlanta Journal-Constitution severed as a panel for the debate.

6/8/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: In a hugely anticipated hearing, fired FBI director James Comey will recount a series of conversations with President 
Donald Trump that he says made him deeply uneasy and concerned about the blurring of boundaries between the White House and a law 
enforcement agency that prides itself on independence. The ranking Democrat on the Senate intelligence committee says former FBI director James 
Comey's account of his conversations with President Donald Trump about the Russia investigation are "disturbing." Sen. Mark Warner of Virginia 
will emphasize at Thursday's committee hearing that the American people need to realize that what happened was that a president asked an FBI 
director to drop an ongoing investigation.
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POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

6/9/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Almost a month after he was fired by President Trump as FBI Director, James Comey had a chance to tell his side of the story, as 
he answered questions from the Senate Intelligence Committee about the probe into Russian interference in the 2016 elections, any possible links to the Trump 
Campaign, and why Comey thought he had been fired from his post. Here are some highlights from the testimony.
Comey says the White House lied, defamed FBI. Asked about his firing, Comey said he was confused by the ‘shifting explanations’ from the Trump 
Administration, but now is convinced that the President did get rid of him in the hopes of reining in the Russia investigation. Comey said the President basically 
tried to defame him, “and more importantly the FBI,” by claiming that Comey had little support inside the agency. Comey wrote memos because of worries about 
Trump. The former FBI chief said he started writing down details of his conversations after his first meeting with President-Elect Trump in January. Comey was 
blunt about the reason for that, saying he was worried that Mr. Trump might lie about the details of their conversations. Comey said he did not take such 
precautions in his few meetings with President Barack Obama. Comey says Russia meddling is real – not fake news. Comey also rebuked the President’s 
characterization of the Russia probe, telling Senators that Russia’s interference in 2016 is real. “It’s not a close call, that happened – that’s about as un-fake as you 
can possibly get,” Comey said at one point during the hearing. Comey also clearly said he felt like he was fired because of the Russia probe.
Comey leaked his own memo, and hoped for a special counsel. One of the most straight forward admissions in the hearing was when Comey acknowledged that he 
had leaked one of his memos about a meeting with President Trump. Comey said he gave the material to a friend – who is a law professor at Columbia University 
– and had him share it with the New York Times. Comey also flatly said one of his goals was to spur calls for a special counsel to be appointed.
Comey admits he did not push back against Trump in person. Republicans repeatedly asked Comey why he didn’t stand up to Trump, and just tell him to his face 
that he was doing something unacceptable. Comey admitted under questioning that he had never threatened to resign. “I was so stunned by the conversation,” 
Comey said about Mr. Trump’s indication that he hoped the probe of Michael Flynn would be “let go.” Comey refused to say whether he thought the President’s 
comments amounted to obstruction of justice. “Lordy, I hope there are tapes.” Comey said he didn’t know if President Trump has recordings of their 
conversations, but he said he sure hoped there did exist. The former FBI Director said the possibility of how tapes might help his argument struck him in the 
middle of the night. “Holy cow, there might be tapes,” Comey related his thoughts. “And if there are tapes, it’s not just my word against his on the direction to get 
rid of the Flynn investigation,” Comey said, referring to what President Trump said to him about the Michael Flynn probe.
Was there Trump-Russia collusion? Comey refused to answer questions from Republicans about this matter, saying the question of collusion must be answered by 
the special counsel investigation. The FBI Director did say that – after an initial briefing on the Russia investigation – President Trump had never asked him any 
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questions about the Russia probe, in terms of what the Russians had done. Is Trump under investigation now? Multiple times, Comey said that President Trump 
had not been under direct investigation as of his firing almost one month ago. But it wasn’t clear whether some of th questions about the conversations between 
Mr. Trump and Comey would come under the review of the special counsel investigation. Questions about Clinton email investigation. As he did in a previous 
hearing, Comey publicly questioned the impartiality of former Attorney General Loretta Lynch when it came to the investigation into Hillary Clinton’s emails 
from her time as Secretary of State. Comey revealed that Lynch had asked him – during Congressional testimony – to acknowledge that there was a “matter” being 
reviewed, but not use the word “investigation.” Comey also again said the optics of the tarmac meeting between Lynch and former President Clinton were not 
helpful for the email probe.   Special counsel is not needed for Clinton email probe. In answering questions about the Clinton email investigation, Comey said he 
never considered calling for a special counsel for that probe – even with his concerns about Attorney General Lynch – simply because there was “no case there” 
against Clinton.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

6/12/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The media obsess over predictions, polls, statements, mis-statements, nuances, opinions, speculation and narratives. 
Their profession has evolved into trying to develop the grabber or gotcha headline, rather than reporting the news, the truth and the facts. 
 As a result, people who listen or watch any news at all are constantly frustrated about what to believe and what not to believe. It's easy to be 
frustrated when over 80 percent (according to the Media Research Center and Harvard) of the so-called news is negative about President Trump and 
his administration. To ease your frustration, be reminded that results matter more than headlines or sound-bites, which are usually forgotten once the 
results are known.   Example! The Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank forecasted 2nd quarter GDP growth of 4.3 percent two weeks ago. Once new 
information became available, they updated their forecast to 4 percent for the 2nd quarter.  I'm not mad that they revised it down! With a little over 
20 days to go in this quarter, it still says the actual growth will be in the 4 percent range, which is about double the pitiful 2 percent annual growth we 
experienced for eight years. On my daily radio show, we report the weekly jobless claims from the Labor Department every week. That number lasts 
about a week until the real result is released based on better and more information the following week.  Opinion polls and voter intentions are even 
more inaccurate because of inadequate sample sizes, biased sample sizes, and maybe an inadequate cross section of voters to be representative of the 
entire population.  Think about it! How can a poll with 500 people in it represent what 100 million voters think? It may be a good benchmark if the 
methodology is solid, but it's not the end result.   Or how can a poll of 1,000 people represent the president's approval rating when there's more than 
320 million people in this country? Add the impact of over 80 percent negative reporting of this president, and the president's approval rating is even 
more questionable. Look at the actual results by this administration! The economy is getting better, businesses are doing better with regulatory 
rollbacks, and people's lives are getting better with better job and career opportunities. Results matter! I'm not totally discounting perceptions, 
predictions and polls, I'm just warning that they do not represent the actual results, which matter most.   Political discourse is even more frustrating 
for a lot of people, especially in this media environment charged with Trump Derangement Syndrome. Solution! Stay focused on the results.  
Democrats and their liberal media allies want to slow down and stop this path to more national prosperity. They can't stop it so they deny it and lie 
about it.  America is not broken. We're focused on results.

6/14/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
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THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: House Majority Whip Steve Scalise of Louisiana was shot Wednesday at a congressional baseball practice, 
congressional officials say. Rep. Mo Brooks, R-Ala., said several other people also were hit, including two law enforcement officers.
A law enforcement official says the shooting in Virginia that injured Rep. Steve Scalise and several others is being investigated as a criminal act 
rather than an act of terrorism. The official, who was not authorized to speak by name and spoke on condition of anonymity, also says the FBI is 
taking over the investigation, which is standard protocol in attacks involving federal officials such as a congressman.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

6/15/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: A gunman believed to be a supporter of former Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders sprayed a hail of 
bullets at a GOP baseball practice yesterday morning, critically wounding House Majority Whip Steve Scalise and injuring four others before U.S. 
Capitol Police took down the rifle-wielding assailant. Scalise is still in crtical condition at MedStar Washington Hospital.
The shooter, who had a violent history including arrests for battery, resisting arrest and drunken driving, was identified as 66-year-old James T. 
Hodgkinson, of Illinois.  Hodgkinson died from injuries sustained when he was shot by police. Special Agents David Bailey and Crystal Griner were 
both wounded in the incident. Griner was shot in the foot or leg and Bailey, who was not shot, sustained another, unspecified injury.

6/19/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Witnesses at the scene of a suspected deadly terrorist attack outside a London mosque described the horror they 
experienced as a van plowed into a group gathered outside after evening prayers, killing at least one and injuring 10.
Many of the people who were injured in Monday’s attack near the Finsbury Park Mosque in London had just finished praying at the worship center 
when a white van suddenly mounted the sidewalk and ran deliberately into them, according to people who witnessed the crash.
A 48-year-old man was arrested at the scene, according to the Met Police, but witnesses reported seeing three attackers, including two who fled the 
scene.

6/20/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Republican Karen Handel and Democrat Jon Ossoff are making their closing arguments in Georgia's nationally 
watched 6th Congressional District race. Handel is using an election-eve rally to tell suburban Atlanta Republicans that her experience is what the 
traditionally conservative district needs. The former Georgia secretary of state is thanking a festive crowd at a restaurant in her hometown of 
Roswell, Georgia, where she reminds her supporters that Ossoff doesn't actually live in the district. Across town, a boisterous crowd dominated by 
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millennials chants "Flip the 6th! Flip the 6th!" as Ossoff takes the microphone. The former congressional staffer turned investigative filmmaker sticks 
to his practice of not naming President Donald Trump but tells backers "politics does not have to be about fear and hate and deception and division."

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

6/21/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Republican Karen Handel on Tuesday night defeated rival Jon Ossoff in Georgia’s record-spending, special-election 
congressional race, keeping yet another House seat in GOP hands and denying Democrats a chance to deliver a rebuke to President Trump.
With all precincts reporting, Handel, a former Georgia secretary of state, led Ossoff 52 percent to 48 percent -- a margin of nearly 11,000 votes out of 
more than 250,000 ballots cast. The race smashed fundraising records for a House contest -- with both campaigns and outside groups combining to 
spend a record $50 million.

6/22/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: The political climate has become some divisive.  People hiding behind a wall of anonymity are fighting with each 
other on social media.  People’s relationships with each other have broken over political disagreements.  How has politics impacted your 
relationships?

6/23/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Hosted by Erick Ericson-Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., and his wife, Jane Sanders have hired prominent defense 
attorneys amid an FBI investigation into a loan Jane Sanders obtained to expand Burlington College while she was its president, CBS News confirms. 
Politico Magazine first reported the Sanders had hired lawyers to defend them in the probe. Sanders' top adviser Jeff Weaver told CBS News the 
couple has sought legal protection over federal agents' allegations from a January 2016 complaint accusing then-President of Burlington College, Ms. 
Sanders, of distorting donor levels in a 2010 loan application for $10 million from People's United Bank to purchase 33 acres of land for the 
institution. According to Politico, prosecutors might also be looking into allegations that Sen. Sanders' office inappropriately urged the bank to 
approve the loan.

6/28/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Hosted by Alan Sanders- How does fake news become fake news?  The days of ‘who, what, when, where, why, how’ 
are long gone.  It used to be that you would verify your sources.  It used to be that if you had an anonymous tip, you’d need to confirm it with at least 
two other sources.  Those things no longer happen.  It’s rush to write the headline, sensationalize it, and present it as breaking news. As we learn in a 
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hidden camera video of CNN’s senior producer with a Project Veritas plant, these stories are likely to be BS, but it’s all about the ratings.

POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

6/29/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Big banks won approval from the Federal Reserve to return money to shareholders, suggesting regulators believe 
they are healthy enough to stop stockpiling capital. All 34 firms tested by the Federal Reserve got approval for their capital-return plans in the second 
part of the annual “stress tests” designed to gauge the soundness of the nation’s financial system. These results mark the first time since the annual 
tests began in 2011 that all firms passed. That reflects a turning point and could herald a return to pre-crisis days when banks were reliable dividend 
payers and shareholders flocked to them.
Analysts expect several banks, including Citigroup, to seek Fed approval to pay out more than they earn over the next year. Many banks will 
announce their new dividends and buyback targets Wednesday afternoon.

6/30/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: House Republicans took action to crack down on illegal immigrants and the cities that shelter them.
One bill passed by the House would deny federal grants to sanctuary cities and another, Kate’s Law, would increase the penalties for deported aliens 
who try to return to the United States. Kate's Law, which would increase the penalties for deported aliens who try to return to the United States and 
caught, passed with a vote of 257 to 157, with one Republican voting no and 24 Democrats voting yes. Kate's Law is named for Kate Steinle, a San 
Francisco woman killed by an illegal immigrant who was in the U.S. despite multiple deportations. The two-year anniversary of her death is on 
Saturday. 
President Trump called the bill's passage "good news" in a tweet, adding "House just passed #KatesLaw. Hopefully Senate will follow."
The other bill, which would deny federal grants to sanctuary cities, passed with a vote of 228-195 with 3 Democrats voting yes and 7 Republicans 
voting no. The brutal murder of Steinle catapulted the issue of illegal criminal aliens into the national spotlight. Alleged shooter Juan Francisco 
Lopez-Sanchez had been deported five times and had seven felony convictions.
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WSB-AM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 2ND Qtr. 2017 6/30/17
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION         DATE  TIME LENGTH
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY:              

4/3/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: It’s been just a month since the Department of Education turned off a data retrieval tool on its Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) because of security concerns. Now we’re now getting word that up to 100,000 people who used the tool may have had 
their financial info compromised by hackers. The head of the IRS, commissioner John Koskinen, revealed the extent of the suspected breach 
Thursday. “Fortunately we caught this at the front end,” the IRS commissioner said during a Senate Finance Committee hearing. “Our highest 
priority is making sure that we protect taxpayers and their identity.” In early March, the DOE disabled the IRS Data Retrieval Tool (DRT) on 
fafsa.gov and StudentLoans.gov when it became clear that the system may have been breached. The DRT was a handy application that scraped info 
from electronically filed tax returns and then auto-populated that info into the FAFSA, making the application process a cinch. The tool could also be 
used when applying for an income-driven repayment plan. Unfortunately, identity thieves who got their hands on the data from the breached tool 
were using the info to file fake tax returns in taxpayers’ names. Some 8,000 fraudulent refunds — worth about $30 million — made their way 
through to criminal hands. But the IRS was able to stop the lion’s share of criminal activity — halting 52,000 bogus returns and preventing 14,000 
illegal refunds from getting to the crooks. Now the IRS Data Retrieval Tool will be offline until fall 2017, when the FAFSA application season 
begins anew. Extra security layers will be added to the tool in the interim. But just because the DRT is knocked out temporarily, that doesn’t mean it 
has to hamper your ability to fill out the FAFSA. The workaround is simple: Get out your most recent tax return and manually enter the financial info 
that’s requested on the FAFSA. Sure, it’s not convenient, but at least you’ll ensure your info isn’t being comprised!
 

4/4/17 1-3 PM 2Hrs.
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Back in 2012, an ABC News report claimed that some 70% of ground beef sold in supermarkets had the so-called 
“pink slime” additive. The story, which played out heavily on social media, effectively created a hostile environment for manufacturers of “lean 
finely textured beef,” as its proponents prefer to call it. In fact, the outcry against “pink slime” was so intense that it effectively shut down some 
production of the food additive at that time. Following the production moratorium, Beef Products Inc (BPI) brought a $5.7 billion defamation case 
against ABC News for coming up with the “pink slime” moniker and turning public opinion against its product. The beef processor had been pushing 
to have its case heard by a jury, though ABC was hoping to settle without going to trial in front of jurors. After a lot of legal scrimmaging back and 
forth, Reuters now reports that South Dakota’s highest court has ruled a trial can proceed as per BPI’s wishes.
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CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY:                                                                               

4/5/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: If you’re a parent, you know that kids can unknowingly blow up your wallet by making in-app purchases without 
your consent. If this has happened to you before, there could be some restitution coming your way. Back in 2014, the Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) sued Amazon over its practices relating to in-app purchases for Kindle and Android devices. The FTC alleged that Amazon banked $86 
million from the in-app purchases made by kids, and said that 42% of those purchases were unauthorized because the e-commerce company did not 
get necessary approval from parents. Amazon, meanwhile, steadfastly maintained those estimates were inaccurate. However, a federal district court 
ruled in 2016 that Amazon must issue refunds for the in-app purchases in question. But that’s not the end of the story because neither Amazon nor 
the FTC were completely happy with the verdict. The FTC went on to seek an injunction that would have barred Amazon from similar in-app 
purchasing practices going forward, but their request was denied. And Amazon stuck to its story that it had not violated any laws with how it handled 
in-app purchasing by minors. So the FTC and Amazon filed appeals. Now, following a year of additional legal wrangling, both parties have mutually 
agreed to drop those appeals. That clears the way for the refund process to begin — finally! More than $70 million worth of in-app charges made 
between November 2011 and May 2016 may potentially be eligible for refunds, according to the FTC. Under the terms of the settlement, Amazon 
will operate the refund program. Exact details of the refund program are expected to be announced shortly. We’ll keep you updated when the info 
becomes available!

4/6/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: In an economy that’s seeing more and more jobs being created, Amazon continues adding to its payroll by 
employing fellow Americans. Earlier this year, the e-commerce giant pledged to create 100,000 full-time jobs in the U.S. by 2018. Then just days 
ago, we got word that Amazon is currently hiring seasonal workers for work-at-home positions. Now comes word of a new hiring initiative… 
Amazon announced on April 6 that it plans to add 25,000 part-time warehouse jobs and 5,000 remote part-time customer service jobs to its payroll 
over the next year. Part timers who work a minimum of 20 hours a week receive a slew of benefits: Medical, dental and vision plan; Company-paid 
basic life and accident coverage as well as optional additional (and dependent) coverage at a low cost; Company-paid short and long-term disability 
plans; Health care and dependent care flexible spending accounts; Employee assistance program; Paid personal time; 401(k) savings plan with a 
company match; Several employee discount programs; Employee stock purchase plan; and finally, the Amazon Career Choice Program will pre-pay 
or reimburse 95% of tuition and fees if you’re studying up for a high-wage, in-demand occupation. Amazon also reimburses 95% of the cost of all 
required textbooks.
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CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY:                                              

                                 4/7/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: The dollar store industry is getting ready to consolidate again now that Dollar General has agreed to acquire more 
than 300 Dollar Express locations. Our nation’s dollar store chains are no strangers to mergers and acquisitions. Back in 2015, we got word that 
Dollar Tree would acquire Family Dollar in an acquisition that was ultimately completed last year. In order to allay anti-competitive fears, the 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) required Dollar Tree to sell 323 Family Dollar stores to private equity firm Sycamore Partners. Those 323 Family 
Dollar stores were then re-branded as Dollar Express locations by the private equity firm in November 2015. Now Sycamore has struck a deal with 
Dollar General for the dollar-store chain to buy those 323 stores operating across 36 states — pending regulatory approval. We reached out to Dollar 
General’s media relations department for comment and received the following: “I can confirm that we’ve reached a definitive agreement with Dollar 
Express LLC to acquire all 323 of Dollar Express’s store locations,” spokeswoman Crystal Ghassemi said. “The transaction is subject to customary 
closing conditions and approval by the FTC. Terms of the transaction are not being disclosed.” As per the FTC, a 15-day public comment period is 
now open for those who want to weigh in on Sycamore’s application to sell the stores to Dollar General. Public comments may be submitted until 
April 20, 2017.
 

4/10/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Wise Brands has raised the hackles of consumers by routinely packing a tiny bit of potato chips into an oversized 
package. Now they’re facing a class-action lawsuit over the practice! Two plaintiffs, Sameline Alce and Desiré Nugent, allege that Wise is 
deliberately under filling some bags of its potato chips to trick consumers into thinking they’re paying for more than they’re actually getting. In 
images presented as part of their case, the plaintiffs note that the bags of Wise Ridgies they bought were only filled to roughly the three-inch line 
despite being in such a giant bag! You can’t see through the bag, so it’s not easy to determine how much product you’re actually getting when you 
buy the chips. In the industry, the space that’s left in packaging to protect a product is called slack-fill. But it is possible to have too much slack-fill, 
leaving packages with less product than you’d want or expect. The problem is, the plaintiffs claim, Wise seems to be deliberately adding more slack-
fill to some products than others. They noted in their lawsuit that a 9.25-ounce bag of Wise Original Dipsy Doodles only had less than one-third of 
slack-fill. So clearly Wise could fill many of the offending bags higher than it currently does. Even Wise’s competitors use less slack-fill in their own 
packaging of potato chips. “When competitors fit more potato chips into the same size bag that Defendant uses, it proves that some of the empty 
space in Defendant’s Product bags is in excess of that needed for potato chip manufacturing and shipping,” the lawsuit states. The two plaintiffs are 
seeking a court order that would require Wise to package their chips “without non-functional slack-fill,” in addition to seeking monetary damages.
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CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY:              

4/11/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: If you thought earning a bachelor’s degree was expensive, just wait until you start looking at graduate school! 
While tuition and fees can vary widely from institution to institution, the average annual tuition at public colleges and universities for a graduate 
student is nearly $30,000. If you go to a private school, you’re likely to pay closer to $40,000 each year. So to cut down on that expense, some 
potential graduate students have hit on a novel idea… Many countries, especially throughout Europe, have English-language graduate-school 
programs. Because the coursework is often subsidized by the government, you can generally get a degree for tens of thousands of dollars less than 
you’d pay here. The Wall Street Journal advises asking the following four questions before deciding to pursue graduate studies abroad. 1. What do 
you want to do with your degree? Consider what you want from a graduate degree and where you expect it to take you. Ask potential institutions 
you’re considering about their job placement rates for your field of study. Seek out some alumni to see how they’re doing post-graduate school. 
Some degrees are universal in a certain sense so you’re likely to benefit from going abroad if it’s cheaper. Having an M.B.A. from an international 
school with a good reputation is generally just as good as having one from a domestic school. So for that field, going overseas is a no-brainer if the 
economics work in your favor. Speaking of M.B.A. students, they can expect to pay between $37,000 and $46,000 for a degree by going overseas. 
Domestically, you’re more likely to pay between $38,000 and $63,000. Those figures vary, of course, based on whether you’re going to public or 
private school. 2. Will your foreign degree or license be accepted in the United States? If you’re studying to be a dentist or doctor, you’ll probably 
want to skip the overseas graduate programs. For doctors, you need to do your residency domestically and securing one of those positions with a 
foreign degree may be difficult. When dentists have a foreign degree, they typically have to do another two or three years of schooling in the United 
States at an additional cost of $100,000 before they can begin practicing. Law students, however, may be able to take the bar test in their state with a 
foreign degree. Though sometimes, additional requirements such as more education at a school accredited by the American Bar Association may be 
in order before you can sit for the bar exam. Check with your bar association for confirmation, because this is not a decision you want to get wrong! 
3. What’s the school’s reputation? You can make sure you’re considering a worthwhile school by asking the following questions: Is there a large 
international student body and faculty at the school? Does the school have any noteworthy global partnerships? What’s the institution’s reputation 
within its own country? Ultimately, you have to decide if the lower cost of tuition overseas is worth it and you’ll have to consider hidden costs. Did 
you factor the expense of traveling back and forth to visit family and friends in to the equation? How about the cost of obtaining a student visa? And 
don’t forget that visa may prevent you from working while abroad — so consider that too.

     CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY      
        

4/12/17 1-3PM 2hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: A disturbing new report from the digital rights group Electronic Frontier Found (EFF) suggests that parents have 
lost control in the fight to secure their kids’ data on school-issued devices. The EFF has issued a new report titled Spying on Students: School-Issued 
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Devices and Student Privacy that paints a bleak picture of digital privacy in public and private schools alike. One-third of primary and secondary 
school kids use school-issued educational technology devices like tablets, laptops and more. Chromebooks are reportedly among the most popular 
devices. Meanwhile, 30 million kids, teachers and administrators use Google’s education suite of software, according to the EFF. Naturally, that 
widespread use of technology in the classroom raises privacy concerns. But sadly, parents don’t seem to have any idea what’s going on when it 
comes to school tech privacy policies. The EFF found 57% of parents they surveyed said they did not receive written disclosure of the tech privacy 
practices and policies at their local school. Another 23% weren’t sure if they had received such disclosure or not. Moreover, even if parents did get 
the privacy policy and there was a way to opt out of data sharing, there were still additional roadblocks. “If administrators are open to providing an 
opt-out option, many parents and students have found it difficult to make alternative technologies and teaching methods a reality,” the EFF notes. 
Don’t delude yourself into thinking this is just an issue in the public schools because they tend to suffer from a lack of resources and staff. One parent 
from an Arizona private school told the EFF, “Opt-out is possible in theory, but not in practice.” So what’s a parent to do? You’ve heard the 
expression, “You can’t fight city hall.” Well, the same could be said of the board of education in your town or at your private school. Perhaps the best 
remedy is being proactive in the fight for student privacy… The EFF has several recommendations for schools, parents and students in the interim. If 
you’re using a Chromebook in the classroom — as many students are — a temporary stopgap measure might be to limit what Google knows about 
you. Ultimately, legislators will have to take up the privacy mantle on behalf of our nation’s students to have some real change in this arena!L

 
 

4/13/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Let’s hope you don’t have any of these toys in your Easter basket this year! Just ahead of Easter Sunday, Target 
has recalled $1 water-absorbing Easter egg and bunny rabbit toys, among others. The Consumer Product Safety Commission reports some 560,000 
Hatch & Grow Easter Eggs, Easter Grow Toys and Hatch Your Own Dino Eggs have been recalled for serious ingestion hazard. Because the toys 
expand in size when they’re wet, they could potentially block a child’s intestines if swallowed and may require surgery to remove. Look for model 
number 234-25-1200 on the packaging of the Easter toys. The Dino toys, meanwhile, have a number of 234-09-0016. Here are some further details 
about the products: The pink, blue, or purple Hatch & Grow Easter Eggs include a white bunny, brown bunny or butterfly. The Easter Grow Toys 
include a yellow chick, brown bunny or white bunny. The Hatch Your Own Dino Eggs are purple or yellow/green and contains one of 11 dinosaurs. 
All products were sold in Target’s $1 discount alley during February and March. Anyone who bought one of the recalled toys should return them to 
the store for a full refund.

     CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY      
                                                                                                  4/14/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: It’s the great debate that just about everyone has an opinion on…when should you claim Social Security? If you 
claim your benefit too early, you risk short-changing yourself out of money you paid in to the system. If you claim too late, you’re likely to only get 
75 cents for every dollar you paid into the system. Everyone knows the current math on Social Security is unsustainable. This is particularly true for 
anyone under 40! You can claim your Social Security benefit as early as age 62. But should you? Let’s say you have two hypothetical workers with 
the same earning history, the same income, the same everything except for one key difference… One wants to claim early at 62. The other wants to 
claim at 66 years and two months, in other words at their full retirement age. We want to know which person will earn more in total Social Security 
benefits within a reasonable time frame. Let’s run some numbers on the two workers. To arrive at the answer to our question, first we need to know 
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what the average monthly payout for a retired worker looks like. In February 2017, it was $1,363.66 according to the Social Security Administration. 
Knowing that, the Motley Fool ran the numbers looking at lifetime payout through age 85. What we see is that the second worker who waited until 
his or her full retirement age of 66 years and two months before claiming Social Security will surpass the worker who claimed early at 62 in total 
lifetime benefits at some point between 2034 and 2037. Now let’s quantify the loss by putting actual numbers to this scenario: The first worker who 
retired at 62 will have collected some $28,000 less through age 85 than the second worker who waited until full retirement age. What a difference 
just four years — waiting from 62 to 66-ish — makes! The point at which the second worker surpasses the first worker in total lifetime benefits 
happens about 20 years down the road in this hypothetical situation. So if you expect to be around a long time, you may want to take this advice to 
heart. And for those who are interested, here’s how the math works: The second worker is getting a bigger, fatter monthly check than the first worker. 
That’s because for every year you can delay taking Social Security beyond age 62, you’ll get an imputed return of roughly 8% annually on your 
lifetime benefit. In plain English, that means if you wait until 63 to take Social Security, then your monthly checks will be 8% bigger than if you 
claimed your benefit at 62. Wait until 64 and those checks will be 8% bigger than they would have been if you quit working at 63. And so on and so 
on…

                                                                        4/17/17           1-3PM     2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: BJ’s Wholesale Club is ready to go up on the auction block and that news has reportedly piqued the interest of a 
couple of noteworthy potential buyers — Amazon and Walmart. The competition for your dollar between Amazon and Walmart is well-documented. 
We’re only four months into 2017 and we’ve already seen Walmart modify its two-day delivery program to eliminate the membership fee and also 
start offering discounts when customers order on Walmart.com and pick their items up in store. Both efforts are squarely aimed to compete against 
Amazon Prime and its increasingly dominant business model. The move to offer discounts on online orders that you pick up at the store yourself is 
seen as a win for Walmart because it has an extensive network of physical stores while Amazon doesn’t. But that may be about to change… The New 
York Post reports Amazon has “modest internal interest” in buying out the BJ’s Wholesale Club chain, which consists of 213 warehouse clubs and 
130 gas stations across 15 states — most of them located in the Northeast. Meanwhile, Walmart’s interest in BJ’s is a bit more iffy, according to the 
Post. That’s because the nation’s largest retailer already once made an unsuccessful bid to buy BJ’s in 2011. So Walmart may still be a bit gun shy 
after that experience. Of course, it’s worth noting that we’ve heard speculation about Amazon’s interest in physical stores before. The Chicago 
Tribune notes Amazon had internal discussions about buying Whole Foods last year, according to an unnamed insider. But that deal obviously never 
materialized.                                                                   
CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY                                                                              

4/18/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: You’d think Chipotle would be one of the last companies to raise prices after a rash of E. coli outbreaks in its food 
supply chain last year. But that’s exactly what the burrito chain has done! Effective immediately, Chipotle has hiked prices by about 5% in 440 of its 
stores. Those 440 stores represent about one-fifth of the chain’s 2,200 locations. Chipotle spokesperson Chris Arnold confirmed the move to Forbes 
saying, “We had already been on record saying that we were considering raising prices in select markets, and now we have implemented that 
increase.” The 5% increase in select markets is designed to deal with rising costs the chain is facing around labor and food inflation. Looking for 
some good news? This isn’t just a test run before rolling out higher prices at all locations. “There may be some additional markets that will see price 
increases before the end of the year, but this was never intended to be a system wide increase,” an unnamed Chipotle spokesperson is quoted as 
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telling Eater.com. “If you see any additional increases, it will be in [a] similar pattern as this, with increases only in select markets.”

4/19/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: What should you do if you can’t pay your taxes? You must file a return regardless. If you fail to file and you owe 
money, the IRS charges a penalty rate that works out to be some 60% a year. But for those who file and can’t afford to pay, it’s only around 6% a 
year. So you ignore filing — or at least filing for an extension — at your own peril. Just file and pay whatever you can. If you can pay the remainder 
within four months, you’ll usually only incur a minimal penalty. If you expect it will take longer than four months to pay what you owe, you’ll need 
to file Form 9465. As long as you propose a reasonable payback time, usually before the end of the year, your 9465 will be easily approved. If you 
propose a payment plan and just keep sending money, your outstanding balance may be paid off before the IRS even has a chance to accept or 
decline your 9465. Is there a cost for getting on a payment plan with IRS? The answer is yes. In general, it’s $225 to set up an installment agreement. 
But there are some ways to reduce that cost of setting up a 9465:
You’ll only pay $107 if you agree to make payments by direct deposit. You’ll only pay $149 if you set up an online payment agreement. You’ll pay 
just $31 if you set up an online payment agreement and make payments by direct deposit. Low income taxpayers can get a special reduced cost of 
$43 to set up an install agreement. That amount is lowered to $31 if an online payment agreement is set up and the payments are made by direct 
debit. Meanwhile, there is an $89 fee to modify or reinstate an installment agreement. What if the amount you owe is so large that you can’t even 
begin to think about paying? You must still file your return. The penalties are so huge for failure to file and so light for failure to pay so long as you 
file. Meanwhile, consider this: If you put what you owe on your credit card, you’ll pay a convenience charge of around 2.75%, plus interest to the 
credit card company on any balance you carry. That’s guaranteed to be much higher than what you would pay the IRS.

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY                                                                              

4/20/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Going to a traditional four-year college isn’t always a necessary prerequisite for a great career. With its new hiring 
initiative, IBM is looking to tap the talent of our nation’s veterans who have a lot of experience outside of the classroom! A lot of companies talk 
about honoring our veterans, but some companies really put their money where their mouth is. IBM plans to hire 2,000 U.S. veterans over the next 
four years as part of a broader plan to create jobs for 25,000 U.S. workers through 2020. Many of the positions are in cloud computing, cybersecurity, 
network management and digital design. Typically, the positions don’t require a traditional college background; for example, you can learn to code 
for free through any of a variety of free online courses or intensive coding boot camps. So these jobs are part of a new breed of employment that IBM 
is calling “new collar jobs.” The idea is that you can easily pick up the skills you need rather than going to school for a terminal degree. 
Simultaneously, IBM has ramped up its commitment to train veterans in software that’s commonly used in the defense and law enforcement 
industries. Weeklong training sessions are being held across the country. Upcoming sessions are scheduled for Philadelphia (May 8-12), Fort Drum, 
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NY (June 12-16) and Camp Dawson, WV (June 12-16). See a complete list of training sessions here. Following the training, vets will get career 
placement services provided by Corporate America Supports You (CASY), a nationwide non-profit that provides employment assistance for current 
and former military personnel. CASY has so far placed nearly 1,800 veterans in new careers within corporate America. For more info on IBM’s 
commitment to hiring vets, visit IBM-Veterans.jobs.

4/21/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: For parents of children with disabilities, there exists something called an Achieving a Better Life Experience 
(ABLE) account that’s a godsend. Signed into law in December 2015, the ABLE Act offers a way for the parents of disabled children to save money 
for college and other expenses à la a 529 plan. Just like with 529 plans, ABLE accounts are administered by the states and you can participate in any 
state’s plan regardless of where you live. You may, however, get a tax benefit for participating in your state’s plan. To qualify for participation, your 
child needs to have a diagnosable disability before age 26 that is expected to last 12 consecutive months or longer. Your child must also be receiving 
SSI and/or SSDI. Participating in an ABLE plan allows you to save money tax-free and spend it tax-free on your child’s qualified educational 
expenses, such as tuition, housing, transportation, job training and more. Annual contribution limits for 2017 are set at $14,000, which is the amount 
of the annual gift tax exclusion that lets you give money to anyone tax-free for any reason. Setting the bar at $14,000 for the year effectively removes 
the barriers that existed before. Previously, a disabled person risked losing out on government programs if their monthly income exceeded $700 or 
they had savings and other assets valued at more than $2,000. Certain states will cap lifetime ABLE contributions at $300,000, according to 
SavingforCollege.com. But there’s an earlier mile marker to take note of before you reach that goal; when your child’s ABLE account balance is 
$100,000, he or she can longer receive SSI benefits. If you’ve already saved money for your child in a traditional 529 plan prior to a disability 
diagnosis, you may be able to roll that money into an ABLE account if your child has a disability that manifests after they’re well into their school 
years, such as autism.
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                                                                                                                               4/25/17  1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Like your hash browns with a side of golf balls? No? Then this is one meal you’ll be really teed off about! 
McCain Foods USA Inc. has recalled frozen hash brown products that may be contaminated with “extraneous golf ball materials”! “Despite our 
stringent supply standards [golf balls] may have been inadvertently harvested with potatoes used to make this product. Consumption of these 
products may pose a choking hazard or other physical injury to the mouth,” the company notes in the recall notice. The recalled products include: 
Roundy’s brand two-pound bags of “Frozen Southern Style Hash Browns” with the UPC number 001115055019 and Harris Teeter brand two-pound 
bags of “Frozen Southern Style Hash Browns” with the  UPC number 007203649020. Look for a production code date of B170119 on the package. It 
goes without saying, but if you have any of these products in your freezer, do not eat them! Return them to the store for a refund or throw them away. 
Thankfully, no injuries have been reported stemming from this bizarre recall. Marianos, Metro Market, and Pick ‘n Save supermarkets in Illinois and 
Wisconsin carried the Roundy’s product. The Harris Teeter product, meanwhile, was more widely distributed in the states of North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Virginia, District of Columbia, Delaware, Florida, Georgia and Maryland.

                                                                                     4/26/17   1-3PM 2Hrs
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THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Malware planted at the front desk of more than 1,200 franchise hotel locations last year may have been capturing 
your card info as you checked in or out. At the end of 2016, InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG) received word of a troubling new trend from its 
payment processors: Credit and debit cards that were processed to pay for legitimate hotel stays were being flagged in the days after the transaction 
for repeated unauthorized charges. IHG hired a leading cyber security firm to investigate and soon discovered that malware was secretly installed on 
payment processing equipment at the front desk of certain franchise hotel locations between September 29, 2016 and December 29, 2016. 
Unfortunately, the damage wasn’t limited to last year. The malware may still have been active in the early weeks of 2017, though IHG can confirm it 
was fully eradicated from its system by March 2017. Criminals were capturing card numbers, expiration dates, verification codes and even 
cardholder names via the malware. Then they were using that stolen info to make purchases online. IHG operates 10 brands, but it hasn’t disclosed 
which of them were involved in the hack. But a spokesman did confirm that 1,200 independently owned and operated locations were impacted.

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY                                                                               
    

5/2/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Chain restaurants will now have more time to comply with an Obama-era federal mandate requiring them to post 
calorie counts on their menus. On May 1, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) extended the compliance deadline from May 5, 2017 to May 5, 
2018. “We are taking this action to enable us to consider how we might further reduce the regulatory burden or increase flexibility while continuing 
to achieve our regulatory objectives, in keeping with the Administration’s policies,” the Department of Health and Human Services notes in a new 
document announcing the timeline change. Only chains with 20 locations or more would be required to post calorie counts under the federal mandate. 
Yet many restaurants of all sizes took it upon themselves to post calorie counts earlier this decade. With consumers putting an increasing emphasis on 
eating healthy, it’s unlikely this genie can be put back in the bottle. Calorie counts on menus will likely be the new normal even if the mandate is 
nixed entirely down the road.
                                                                     

5/3/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: There are basically two kinds of people in this world: Those who think red light cameras are there to make 
driving safer, and those who think the cameras are just there to drive up local government revenue by writing tickets. Oregon resident Mats Järlström 
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is definitely in the latter camp. After his wife got a red light ticket in 2013, Järlström poured over the science behind the vilified cameras. It turns out 
the technology was developed based on the work of three GM physicists in the ’60s, Wired reports. But the only surviving physicist of that group 
recently told the Institute for Transportation Engineers (ITE) that their mathematical model behind the cameras only holds up in the most basic of 
driving situations. “This formula, which we derived, cannot be applied to turning lanes or to any situation where the driver must decelerate within the 
critical distance,” Alexei Maradudin wrote in a 2015 letter to the ITE. So…even one of the guys who basically invented the red light camera admits 
the math behind it has limitations! But back to Järlström. The Swedish transplant crunched some numbers on his own and presented his mathematical 
findings about the red light cameras to Oregon’s Board of Examiners for Engineering and Land Surveying. Their response? They shot the messenger. 
After a two-year investigation, the board hit Järlström with a $500 fee for calling himself an “engineer” without having a license to practice in the 
state. Järlström — who earned a degree in electrical engineering in 1980 from the Ebersteinska gymnasium in his native country — believes he’s 
effectively being muzzled. He wants to share his mathematical findings about the science behind red light cameras, but doing so has made him a 
target. Now he’s filed a lawsuit against Oregon’s Board of Examiners for Engineering and Land Surveying. 

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY    

5/46/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW:  Politicians routinely get approval ratings, so why not grocery stores? Well, now they do courtesy of the Spring 
2017 Most Loved Brands list from public opinion data company Morning Consult Intelligence! When you’re grocery shopping, what makes it a good 
experience? For many of us, it’s a combination of price, convenience and the helpfulness of the staff. Morning Consult Intelligence conducted 
200,000 interviews with people since January 2017 and asked them about a variety of companies across 11 different industries. The methodology 
Morning Consult used was simple. Respondents had to give either a thumbs up or thumbs down (i.e. a vote of “favorable” or “unfavorable”) as they 
were asked “a range of questions [about topics] such as favorability, community impact and purchasing intent.” It turns out there’s a clear winner in 
the grocery category. Kroger claimed the top spot with a favorability rating of 53%. Kroger operates 2,796 retail food stores under a variety of 
different names in 35 states and Washington, D.C. Maybe you’re familiar with grocery stores like Ralphs, Dillons, Smith’s, King Soopers, Fry’s, 
QFC, City Market, Owen’s, Jay C, Pay Less, Baker’s, Gerbes, Harris Teeter, Pick N’ Save, Copps, Metro Market or Mariano’s. They’re all part of 
Kroger’s grocery empire. Of course, this news comes out just days after Kroger announced it’s discontinuing Senior Day at almost 200 stores in the 
Southeast. So maybe the results of next year’s tally will look a little different! Coming in at #2, we have Whole Foods — long called “Whole 
Paycheck” because of the premium it charges for natural and organic groceries. Yet 48% of people reported having a favorable opinion of Whole 
Foods despite the high prices. That may be due in part to the company’s effort to introduce a lower priced chain called “365 by Whole Foods.” 
Safeway captures the third spot with 40% favorability, while Albertsons and Publix round out the Top 5 with favorability rankings of 33% each. 
Meanwhile, in a separate study released in September 2016, Publix claimed the top spot in a survey from customer experience research firm Temkin 
Group. The Temkin survey monitors consumer emotion about 294 companies across 20 industries.
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5/5/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: We all know mobile banking is more prevalent than ever. J.D. Power estimates that 49% of millennials, 31% of 
Gen Xers and 16% of baby boomers use the technology. But that hasn’t lessened the importance of the local bank branch. Some 71% of all bank 
customers reported visiting a branch an average of 14 times over the last 12 months. The idea that you should visit a branch from time to time may 
sound counter-intuitive in the age of mobile banking. But that’s exactly what J.D. Power found was a key ingredient to being a happy customer — 
even if you’re a millennial! “Overall satisfaction is higher among customers who use both the branch and mobile banking,” said Jim Miller, senior 
director of banking at J.D. Power in announcing the results of the J.D. Power 2017 U.S. Retail Banking Satisfaction Study. “Banks can’t choose 
between the two channels; rather, they must focus on how the two work together.” Millennials, in fact, visited a branch on average 11 times in the 
past year. Hmmm…maybe ironic T-shirts that read “Millennials ♥ bank branch visits” would be popular among the hipsters. If there are any aspiring 
entrepreneurs out there, this might be an idea to jump all over!

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY                                                                               
5/8/17 1-3PM 2Hrs

 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Aunt Jemima frozen products are being recalled out of an abundance of caution over fears about possible listeria 
contamination. Pinnacle Foods issued the voluntary recall on May 5 in conjunction with the Food and Drug Administration. The recall was initiated 
following the discovery of Listeria monocytogenes at a production plant. Included in the massive recall are all “Best By” dates of Aunt Jemima 
frozen pancakes, frozen waffles and frozen french toast slices that were distributed nationally. Dry mixes and syrup are not included in the recall. No 
illnesses have been reported, but the products are being recalled as a safety precaution. Foods contaminated with the bacteria can cause serious health 
risks if consumed. “Although healthy individuals may suffer only short-term symptoms such as high fever, severe headache, stiffness, nausea, 
abdominal pain and diarrhea,” the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) notes, “listeria infection can cause miscarriages and stillbirths 
among pregnant women.” If you have any of these products in your freezer, return them to the store for a refund.

5/11/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: If you’re a light data user, there are more and more ways to keep your monthly bill as low as possible. The latest 
entry from Sprint prices out at $40 a month. Sprint has made a big push into unlimited lately. Amid all the competing unlimited offers from the Big 4 
wireless carriers, the cheapest unlimited offer of all comes from Sprint — $50 a month for a single line. But recognizing that not everyone wants 
unlimited data, Sprint has now introduced unlimited talk and text plus 2 GB of data for $40. That $40 price tag reflects a monthly discount of $5 for 
enrolling in AutoPay. (Discount applied within two invoices.) “This plan is not being advertised because our main focus is, and will remain, 
unlimited,” spokeswoman Kathleen Dunleavy told FierceWireless.com.  “However, there is a subset of our customers who would like a plan that is a 
little more affordable and hence we are offering [this].” Chances are you like to save money. So you may want to know about Republic Wireless. 
Their $30 a month plan also includes unlimited talk and text plus 2 GB of data — for $10 less a month than Sprint is offering. And if you want to go 
really cheap, Republic Wireless has plans that start at just $15 a month. Everyday, we as consumers have to make a choice about how we handle our 
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money. Is unlimited data really important to you or could you cut back and put the money you save each month toward building up your retirement 
savings? The choice is yours…

5/12/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: What happens when your antivirus protection gets a virus itself? That’s the question Microsoft reluctantly found 
itself asking when Google security researcher Tavis Ormandy went public on May 5 with news of a newly discovered exploit in Windows’ built-in 
antivirus protection. Calling it “the worst Windows remote code exec in recent memory,” Ormandy and a fellow researcher found that Windows 
Defender had a vulnerability that let attackers remotely access any system without any user interaction required. The exploit was so clever that it used 
one of Windows Defender’s strengths against Microsoft. By design, Windows Defender will scan all emails, instant messages and websites. But it’s 
that very virtue that hackers turned into an Achilles’ heel here. For the full technical explanation of what the hackers did, read this Ars Technica 
briefing. For the lay person, the takeaway is this: This exploit was particularly dangerous because users didn’t have to click or open anything to be 
compromised, according to Consumerist. All it took was Windows Defender’s normal propensity to scan to trip them up! Fortunately, Microsoft 
acted fast to patch the massive flaw. If you want to be sure you’re all patched up, you want to be certain that the Microsoft Malware Protection 
Engine version on your system is 1.1.13704.0 or later.
CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY                                                                               

5/16/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: As if long-term care insurance (LTC) wasn’t already expensive enough, the industry is bracing for costs to be 
driven higher over time by people who do at-home genetic testing and don’t disclose the results before buying a policy. The New York Times 
recently profiled a 77-year-old woman who decided to buy an LTC policy after doing genetic testing. The woman had watched her mother suffer 
with Alzheimer’s disease and she wanted to know the likelihood she’d have the same fate. Sure enough, the genetic test results confirmed it — the 
woman had inherited a gene that puts her at much greater risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease. That presents a new conundrum for insurers. 
Revelations about an applicant’s likelihood to develop a costly disease gleaned through genetic testing could help insurers correctly price their 
policies. But there’s very little chance the insurers will ever get that info. Companies like 23andMe.com that offer at-home genetic test kits starting at 
$199 are prohibited from revealing personally identifiable info to third parties like insurance companies. So it’s up to the individual consumer to 
disclose or not disclose the results of their findings to insurers. The fear is that many people won’t. At-home genetic tests like 23andMe can reveal 
your genetic health risk of developing hereditary Thrombophilia, late-onset Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s Disease. The test will also tell you if you’re 
a carrier of the genes for Cystic Fibrosis, Sickle Cell Anemia and hereditary hearing loss, among other diseases. Meanwhile, research cited by the 
Times shows that people who discover they have the ApoE4 gene variant — the one the 77-year-old woman had — are nearly six times more likely 
to act on that info by buying an LTC policy versus those people who discover they don’t have the gene that’s linked to Alzheimer’s. That means 
insurers are going to have a lot of bills to cover for those clients down the road! All of which, of course, will drive up the cost of LTC policies as a 
whole. 

5/17/177 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW:  Ready to save some money? Dollar General‘s got you covered all summer long! With more than 13,600 
locations in 44 states, the dollar store chain has announced news that’s sure to please the coupon crowd…Beginning May 22, Dollar General is 
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rolling out exclusive “Fast Way To Save” offers through its mobile app. You can score more than $200 worth of savings off both name brands and 
store brands.

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY                                                                               

5/18/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: When it’s time to don the Mouse ears, military members have special ways to save on Disney vacations! 
ShadesofGreen.org is a special program offered for military personnel and families in partnership with Disney. Discounted lodging at parks starts at 
$95 a night. Other discounts on park admission, dining and transportation are available too. So who exactly does this apply to? 1. Members on active 
duty, Reserve, and National Guard, Cadets and Midshipmen of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard and Merchant Marine Academies. 2. Public 
Health Service and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Commissioned Corps 3. Those retired from active duty, in the reserves and in 
the National Guard 4. Any of a number of other honorably discharged veterans, surviving families members of deceased veterans and more. The 
reality is it’s so fantastic what people do serving our country, so we’re glad to have the opportunity to talk about special things available for them. A 
similar service we’ve talked about on Clark.com in the past is Armed Forces Vacation Club. Check them both out, and thank you for your service to 
our country!
 5/19/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Head’s up, Memorial Day grill masters! More than 210,000 pounds of the iconic Nathan’s hot dogs are being 
recalled over fears of contamination with metal and other extraneous materials, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Food manufacturer 
John Morrell and Co. received three complaints from consumers about metal objects in the frankfurters. Also included in the recall are Curtis hot 
dogs. The beef franks were made on Jan. 26 and have the following labels: - 14 oz. sealed film packages of Nathan’s Skinless 8 Beef Franks – Use 
By date of Aug. 19, 2017. - 16 oz. sealed film packages of Curtis Beef Master Beef Franks – Use By date of June 15, 2017. Look for a product stamp 
reading “EST. 296” on the side of the packages. These products were shipped to retailers nationwide. Thankfully, no injuries or adverse reactions 
from eating the hot dogs have been reported. If you have a pack in your fridge, return it to the store for a refund or exchange.
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5/22/17 1-3PM 2Hrs

 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Summer is almost here and we’re coming up fast on blockbuster movie season. Redbox has a new solution if 
you’ve got an insatiable appetite for new films but can’t stomach the high cost of movie theater tickets! Seven is going to be a lucky number for 
Redbox this summer. The DVD/Blu-ray rental kiosk announced on May 22 that it’s partnering with Warner Bros. to release the film studio’s newest 
flicks just seven days after they go on sale in stores. Redbox’s rental prices start at $1.50 a day. That’s going to make this a really cheap alternative to 
buying a film in stores before you know if you’re going to like it or not! Before this agreement was struck, you previously had to wait 28 days 
following the retail release to rent a Warner Bros. film through Redbox. Meanwhile, Redbox is gearing up to add 1,500 new rental kiosks this year 
around the country. That will bring the company’s total kiosk count to 41,500 — more than the combined U.S. store count of both Starbucks and 
McDonald’s!
 

5/23/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Most companies say they love veterans and value their service to our country. But Walmart really put its money 
where its mouth is! Four years ago almost to the day, Walmart used the occasion of Memorial Day 2013 to announce an initiative to hire 100,000 
honorably discharged veterans by 2018. In true military spirit, the nation’s largest retailer exceeded that goal ahead of schedule. To date, the 
company has hired more than 170,000 veterans. Next up is a goal to bring that hiring level to 250,000 veterans by the end of 2020. Still, the company 
wants to do even more for its employees who undertake military service…So on May 23, the company announced an expansion of its differential pay 
policy to include all full-timers and part-timers who answer the call of duty for either voluntary or involuntary military assignments. Simply put, this 
means Walmart will make up the difference in pay if an employee has to go into service and earns less than they would working at the store.
In February 2016, Walmart raised its minimum wage to $10 after holding it steady at $9 for several years. So a full-time employee working at $10 an 
hour would earn $20,800. Military pay, meanwhile, varies by years of experience. Joining the Army with less than two years of experience would 
result in a pay grade of about $9.23 an hour, according to the U.S. Army website. That works out to be $19,198 annually. So in this case, the 
differential pay Walmart would have to make up for an employee doing 12 months of military service would be $1,602.  
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5/25/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: You’ve no doubt heard of Dollar Shave Club and Harry’s, both of which are subscription shave clubs. Harry’s 
prices start at $1.87 each for eight blades, while Dollar Shave Club has a variety of plans starting at as little as $1 for two blades (add $2 shipping and 
handling). The basic idea is that you order online and then you’re set up on a regular delivery schedule where the razors are mailed to your home. But 
one problem with such plans is the inflexible delivery schedule. Sensing a market opportunity, Gillette has beefed up its online offering with Gillette 
on Demand. Now you can order blades whenever you need them by text message. No more being locked into a set delivery schedule. Of course, you 
still have the option to set yourself up on a regular delivery schedule if you prefer. Either way, Gillette’s subscription prices start at $1 a blade each 
for eight blades (add $2 shipping and handling). Now we have another competitor entering the marketplace — and it’s Gillette’s rival Schick. What 
Schick is doing is sure to get under Gillette’s skin; they’re selling blades online that are built specifically to fit Gillette handles. And they’re 
undercutting Gillette on price. SchickHydro.com prices start at $1.78 per blade (when ordering nine refills for $16) and go up from there. With free 
shipping included, that makes the Schick replacement cartridges a cheaper option for Gillette customers who want to keep their existing Gillette 
handset and just use Schick blades!   
 

5/26/17     1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: It’s been four years since Target suffered through one of the biggest retail data breaches of customer info ever. 
On May 23, the beleaguered retailer agreed to settle up with the Attorneys General of 47 states and the District of Columbia in an $18.5 million 
settlement, Reuters reports. As part of the settlement, the upscale discount retailer will have to hire a third party player to encrypt card info in order to 
render it useless if stolen. The company must also add an information security executive to its own payroll. That person will head up the company’s 
efforts to better secure customer payment info now and in the future. But the $18.5 million settlement only address the states’ investigations into the 
breach. Not addressed as part of the settlement is a class-action suit that’s been brought on behalf of the shoppers who had 40 million credit and debit 
cards breached during the 2013 holiday shopping season. “There is a class action settlement that is outstanding,” Target spokeswoman Jenna Reck 
told Reuters. “We have reached an agreement but it hasn’t been legally finalized yet.”
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5/31/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW:  When we told you back in February that Payless was reportedly looking to close around 1,000 locations, we 
weren’t lying! What the company first hinted at in February became a reality only two months later. In April, Payless ShoeSource announced that 
400 of its roughly 4,400 stores would be closing immediately. The closures took place in nearly every state across the country. Now as part of its 
ongoing Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing, Payless has announced the closure of 112 more stores. The chain is also petitioning the U.S. Bankruptcy Court 
in the Eastern District of Missouri to allow the shuttering of another nearly 300 stores. If approved, that would bring the total amount of stores closed 
to over 800. Yet with the threat to close some 1,000 locations still afoot, it looks like even more closures may be forthcoming down the road. But 
there is one ray of hope on the horizon. The company reportedly remains in negotiations with landlords. That means Payless may still be able to save 
some of the nearly 300 stores it’s targeted for closure if more favorable lease arrangements can be agreed upon with landlords. “We remain hopeful 
that these negotiations will be successful and provide us with the ability to avoid additional closures,” the company notes on its restructuring website.
 

6/1/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Great news for U.S. consumers. There’s a new trend afoot that means you can expect access to better interest 
rates when you need to borrow and lower premiums from your insurer. It’s all because of the way you’re handling your credit — and the impact that 
has on those three little numbers that rule your financial life. We’re talking about your credit score! We as a nation of consumers are doing an 
unprecedented job handling our credit, according to the latest numbers from FICO score originator Fair Isaac Corp. The Wall Street Journal reports 
the average credit score in America hit 700 in April. That’s the highest level it’s been at since record-keeping began in 2005. Meanwhile, the number 
of Americans with scores below 600 dropped to 40 million, which accounts for about 20% of U.S. adults with FICO scores. Back in 2010, that 
percentage was as high as 25.5%. Your basic FICO credit score is a number on a scale from 300 to 850 that reflects how well you handle your 
financial obligations. The higher the score, the safer of a credit risk you’re likely to be to lenders. Lenders use the FICO score to set your interest rate 
when you need to borrow money and insurance companies also use it as a cue to put you into a higher or lower premium rate. Some employers will 
check your credit when you’re applying for a job. They may not extend a job offer if they don’t like what they find out about your financial habits.
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6/2/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Could the House of Mouse be faltering? In a rare reversal of attendance growth, a new report says fewer people 
came to 13 of 14 Disney theme parks worldwide in 2016 than in the year prior. That’s according to independent numbers from the Themed 
Entertainment Association (TEA) and engineering firm Aecom. Disney does not share official attendance data for the majority of its properties. 
Here’s a wild guess — maybe Disney’s endless march of increased ticket prices had something to do with the traffic decline! Back in February, 
Disney jacked up its peak pricing strategy in a continuing effort to shift the price of a day pass based on demand. It’s called “seasonal pricing,” and 
there are three periods: Value, regular and peak. Value period pricing for the Magic Kingdom became $107 for adults and $101 for children — an 
increase of $2. Regular period pricing became $115 for adults and $109 for children — a $5 increase. Peak pricing, meanwhile, remained steady at 
$124 for adults and $118 for children. Meanwhile, the price of an annual pass also increased in February. The Silver Pass is now priced at $419, the 
Gold Pass at $559 and the Platinum Pass at $679. The peak pricing strategy seems to be working from a profit standpoint. Disney’s theme park unit 
enjoyed operating income of $3.3 billion in fiscal 2016. That’s a 9% increase from the year prior. So don’t shed a tear for the House of Mouse just 
because guest traffic slowed down last year! Disney Theme Parks is still the #1 theme park group in the world. According to the TEA report, Disney 
had twice the annual attendance of its next nearest competitor, the British-based theme parks operator Merlin Entertainments. And it had more than 
three times the attendance of the #3 competitor, Universal Parks and Resorts.
 

6/5/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: When you’re buying a vehicle, do you think about the country of origin? If you do, you’re likely to run into a lot 
of confusion. Even so-called ‘domestic’ cars and trucks can be assembled from parts sourced from all over the world. But if buying American-made 
vehicles as much as possible is important to you, we’re going to help you cut through the clutter and confusion! Every year, the Kogod School of 
Business at American University publishes its Made in America index tracking how many American-made parts are used in cars assembled here. 
This list reflects 2016 models, the most recent year for which the data has been crunched. 1. Buick Enclave 90% domestic content 2. Chevrolet 
Traverse 90% 3. GMC Acadia 90% 4. Ford F150 85% 5. Chevrolet Corvette 83% 6.Chevrolet Equinox 82.5% 7. Chevrolet Impala 82.5% 8. 
Chevrolet Malibu E2 Gen 82.5% 9. Chevrolet Malibu LTD 82.5% 10. GMC Yukon, Yukon EXT 82.5%. The funny thing is go a little further down 
the list and there are a few foreign nameplate that are made in America with a majority of U.S. parts. These include the Honda Accord (81% 
domestic content), Honda Pilot (78.5%), Honda Odyssey (78.5%), Toyota Sienna (78.5%), Toyota Camry (78.5%), Acura RDX AWD (76%) and 
many more.
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6/6/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW:  Ink cartridges for printers…they’re something almost everyone uses and they’re so darn expensive! A lot of 
third-parties who refill used cartridges have cropped up for people who want cheap ink. But the reality is some third-party inks aren’t good while 
others are just fine. You have to experiment to find one where you’re happy with the balance between quality and savings. Of course, the printer 
companies hate third-party refill cartridges. They’re prefer you buy ink from them at high prices. But many consumers still persist in seeking off-
brand ink refills. The printer companies are so incensed by all third-party refillers that they took a case against them all the way to the Supreme 
Court. But the Supreme Court decided Lexmark, a major printer company, had no right trying to beat up on a seller of cheap used cartridges refilled 
with off-brand ink called Impression Products. Lexmark tried to use a patent law argument to squash Impression. But the Supreme Court wasn’t 
having it.
 

6/7/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Home improvement store Lowe’s isn’t biding its time waiting for the rumored fourth installment in the “Iron 
Man” franchise to hit theaters someday. It’s equipping employees with a powerful exoskeleton right now to assist them when they’re bending, lifting 
and squatting with heavy merchandise. Eat your heart out, Tony Stark! Described as a combination of “a rock climbing harness and a backpack,” four 
of these exoskeletons are currently being tested at a store in Christiansburg, VA. “It feels very natural,” Kyle Nel, the director of Lowe’s Innovation 
Labs, told The Verge about wearing the device. “When the person is walking and bends down to pick something up, the rods collect potential energy. 
And when they stand back up it puts that energy back into their legs and back. It’s very smooth, and it feels like this heavy thing [they’re lifting] is 
much less heavy.” Employee feedback has so far been positive about the exoskeleton. Lowe’s will use the results of this trial to consider expanding 
the device to other stores. This exoskeleton is just the latest in a string of technological advances that promise to reshape the workplace. Robots, 
artificial intelligence and machine automation all look set to play a major role in a quickly changing employment environment. That, of course, gives 
rise to fears that robots will one day take away human jobs entirely. If you’re having those fears, you need to take a step back and look at the 
situation objectively. Fortunately a new website named WillRobotsTakeMyJob.com will predict the probability of automation for hundreds of jobs! 

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY
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6/12/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Cryptocurrency is all the buzz right now thanks the massive run-up in value that bitcoin has seen over the past 
few weeks. In an unprecedented move, bitcoin recently took a giant leap in value to trade north of $3,000 for the first time in history. Digital currency 
tracker CoinDesk reports the value of single bitcoin hit a record high of $3,012.05 on June 11. That, of course, has a lot of people wondering if now 
is the time to invest in bitcoin… Back at the beginning of May, bitcoin sat at $1,400. Three weeks later, it took a nearly 300% leap in value to trade 
as high as $2,000. Now just days after that, bitcoin has added another thousand to its value! The thing you’ve got to understand about bitcoin is that it 
was worth less than $1 back in late 2010 and early 2011! As recently as Dec. 31, 2016, it was only trading at $968. So people naturally wonder if 
they’ve missed their golden opportunity to invest or if they should throw caution to the wind and buy at what seem like very inflated valuations. Yet 
for all those who loudly champion bitcoin, the digital currency also has prominent detractors. Billionaire entrepreneur Mark Cuban is chief among 
them.  But what about you — should you invest in bitcoin? My longtime rule of thumb for investing in any commodity — be it gold, silver or other 
precious metal — holds true in this case too. I'm not opposed to you having a small percent of your investment money in bitcoin, maybe on the order 
of 5% of your overall portfolio. But never put in more money than you would lose sleep over if you lost it altogether. So to take everything you’ve 
got and dump it into bitcoin right now on the hopes that it goes even higher than $3,000? That’s called being a speculator — and it’s something I 
never encourage.

6/13/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: If you use a debit card, you want to be sure to sign up for fraud alert notifications via text. A reporter for The 
Dallas Morning News recently had his debit card declined at the grocery store with a line of customers waiting behind him. Three attempts later, he 
just paid cash and left. But he was left wondering if his debit card had been compromised. Turns out Bank of America had flagged the charges as 
suspect for some reason. Because he had signed up for fraud alert notifications via text, the reporter got a text message moments later listing the 
charges and asking him if they were legitimate debit attempts. He was able to reply in the affirmative and then immediately got a text back saying his 
debit card was unlocked and available for use. Of course it would have been nice, as the reporter noted, if he got the fraud alert while he was still 
standing in line fumbling for cash. But the inconvenience of having to wait a few moments was outweighed by the benefit of having near immediate 
peace of mind about his account. So the morale of the story is sign up fraud alert notifications via text from your bank or credit union. You’ll find out 
immediately if someone is fooling around with your money.
 

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY    
                                                                    

6/14/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Has your iPhone 6 been getting slower and slower? A new report says Apple may be purposely degrading the 
user experience on older iPhones. Why? Because they want you to upgrade to the iPhone 8 when it comes out this fall! Everyone’s buzzing about 
Apple finally confirming that it is working on technology for self-driving cars. But here’s a story that’s flying under the radar… A Wall Street 
analyst is making the bold claim that Apple is using software updates to slow older iPhones ahead of the September launch of the iPhone 8. Global 
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Equities Research analyst Trip Chowdhry wrote on June 12 in a note to clients that the iPhone 6 is specifically being targeted. Apple is trying to 
“purposely create a compromised customer experience for iPhone 6 so that the customers get fed up and upgrade,” he noted. The analyst reached this 
conclusion after talking with multiple developers at the eight to 11 technology conferences, summits and hackathons his firm attends monthly. Over 
and over again, Chowdhry heard two specific complaints from developers. First, some noted unreliable network connectivity and app slowness 
following iOS updates to the iPhone 6. Second, others noted increased battery consumption after the updates. 

6/15/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Sprint is throwing down the gauntlet to all other wireless carriers with a limited-time promotion that offers a free 
year of unlimited service if you switch right now! Customers who take advantage of this unprecedented promo offer and switch from AT&T, T-
Mobile or Verizon will get unlimited talk, text and data on up to five lines. But you must bring your own handsets and SIM cards. To sweeten the 
pot, Sprint is also waiving the activation fee right now. The nation’s fourth-largest mobile network operator is making this no-contract deal available 
through June 30, so act fast! The savings range from just under $1,000 a year to over $2,100 a year depending on how many lines you’re switching. 
Even though Sprint is taking aim at Verizon with this promotion, you can also switch over from AT&T or T-Mobile and get the deal. If you make the 
switch, you’ll be eligible for a new Sprint phone after Oct. 1, 2017. But if you upgrade before that date, you’ll lose the free service plan. After the one 
year of free unlimited expires, you’ll pay $60 a month for the first line, $40 a month for the second line and $30 a month for lines three, four and five.

6/16/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: More and more of us are being offered a Roth 401(k) at work. How does it differ from a traditional 401(k)? 
Which one is better for you? First, let’s take a step back. What exactly is a Roth 401(k)? To answer that, let’s review what a 401(k) is. A traditional 
401(k) is a retirement savings plan that allows a worker to invest money now and defer paying income taxes on the saved money (and earnings) until 
withdrawal at retirement. A Roth 401(k) is kind of the opposite. You save now through your employer’s retirement plan with money that’s already 
been taxed. Then you get to spend the savings and earnings in retirement tax-free. The study found that something interesting happens when people 
select the Roth 401(k) option instead of the traditional 401(k) at work: They keep their contributions the same. You would think they’d lower their 
contributions because saving for retirement with after-tax money means a slightly smaller paycheck. Yet researchers found virtually everyone kept 
their contribution level the same when switching from a traditional 401(k) to a Roth 401(k). The end result then becomes that if you’re saving 10% of 
your pay and you convert from a traditional 401(k) to a Roth 401(k), you’ll have a huge amount more to spend in retirement.

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY        
6/19/17 1-3PM 2Hrs

 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Major public scandals that involve physical harm to consumers have a way of taking companies down for the 
count. Such is the fate now reportedly facing Takata, the Japanese supplier of those infamous airbags linked to nearly 200 deaths and injuries 
worldwide. We’ve all heard about the massive Takata airbag recall involving more than 100 million airbags by now. More than 46 million of those 
airbags were recalled in the United States alone. Yet despite a rash of recalls for several years, Reuters notes that more than 65% of the recalled 
airbags remain in vehicles on our roads today. Now The Wall Street Journal is citing sources who say Takata is readying a bankruptcy filing that 
could come as early as next week. Many of the company’s assets — minus its extensive liabilities from the ongoing airbag inflator problems — are 
expected to be acquired by Key Safety Systems, a U.S. airbag manufacturer owned by China’s Ningbo Joyson Electronic. Meanwhile, Reuters 
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reports that if all the recalled air bags were suddenly to be replaced, the associated costs would run the company some $8 billion! Recalls are a 
serious matter. Yet sometimes not everything in the world of car maintenance is a full-blown recall. Many times when there’s no official recall, there 
still might be a TSB (technical service bulletin) from the manufacturer. Thousands of TSBs are issued each year, as automakers become aware of 
systemic problems reported by mechanics and consumers. You can preview both full-blown recalls and TSBs for your vehicle by make, model and 
year by visiting the Center for Auto Safety website at AutoSafety.org and also at AllDataDIY.com. Another good resource to know about for TSBs is 
SaferCar.gov. In addition, Consumer Reports also has an article about so-called “secret or hidden warranties” that you can get access to when you 
have a TSB on your hands. The process is simple: When you know there’s an active TSB on your vehicle, you can take it to the dealership and show 
them the TSB documentation. They’ll probably already be aware of it. But the great thing is that when a repair is a known issue like this, you can 
very often get free or discounted repairs — even if you’re out of the manufacturer’s original warranty period.
 

6/20/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Think that discount prescription card will save you money? Not always… You already know that the cost of your 
prescriptions can vary widely from retailer to retailer. But maybe you think the price difference is a wash when you use a discount pharmacy card. 
Well, we’ve got bad news for you. It’s still possible to overpay by hundreds of dollars even when you’re using a discount card! The New York Post 
recently ran an article that showed discount pharmacy cards are anything but the great equalizer of pricing. You may think that a discount card brings 
prescription prices from various retailers into the same orbit for both the uninsured and those who have lousy insurance. But you’d be wrong… In 
fact, the prices for the same drug in the same dosage can be all over the place when you use a discount pharmacy card. Check out these prices, which 
are all based on using the discount card from ScriptSave WellRx: Walmart sells a “discounted” 30 mg fill of 30 Crestor pills for $238.24. Yet 
Walgreens/Duane Reade prices out at $74.34 for the same scrip! Meanwhile, Rite Aid will charge you $27.20 for Lunesta with your discount card. 
But Walgreens/Duane Reade will charge you $100.59. Finally, a generic of Flonase can be had for $11.01 at Safeway with your card. Kroger charges 
more than three times as much. Those companies that offer discount drug cards use prescription volume to negotiate discounts with the drug 
manufacturers. So you typically pay less when using them at a retail outlet. They also make money on transaction fees, industry insiders tell the Post. 
But the price of drugs may change every day with these cards. So, if money is important to you, you’ve still got to comparison shop even when you 
plan to whip out your card at the register. Free apps like GoodRx and LowestMed will let you easily search nearby pharmacies for discounts and 
coupons that you didn’t know existed.
CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY     

6/21/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: What a few days it’s been for Amazon… First the e-commerce giant rocked the grocery world on June 16 with 
news of its intent to take over Whole Foods. And now, ladies and gentlemen, the company wants to dress you up in its love with a new test program 
for fashion fans. If you hate trekking out to the store for clothes, you’re going to love this: You’ll get to try outfits on in the comfort of your own 
home before you commit to buying them. And you can return what you don’t want for free! The company run by CEO Jeff Bezos is currently beta 
testing a new program called Prime Wardrobe. The plan is to simplify the clothes shopping process for Prime members by letting them go online to 
pick out three or more outfits that they’re interested in trying on. Then when the clothes arrives, you get to keep the threads for seven days to try them 
on and decide if you like them. Buy three or four of the items and you’ll get a 10% discount. If you buy five or more, you’ll get a 20% discount! 
Prime Wardrobe offers clothing, shoes and accessories for men, women and children. For the items you don’t want to buy, simply use the box that 
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your order came in — along with the pre-paid label that was included  — and ship them back to Amazon via UPS. You can also schedule free pick-
up of the return box at your home address for no additional charge. So far, names like Calvin Klein, Levi’s, Adidas, Timex, Carter’s, Theory, Hugo 
Boss, Lacoste, J Brand, Milly and Parker are featured brands on Prime Wardrobe. The best part is that there are no extra fees to use Prime Wardrobe. 
When this program moves out of beta, it will be included as part of your annual Prime membership fee.
                                                                      

6/22/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Looks like the young whippersnappers can teach a few of us old folks about saving money! A new poll of more 
than 1,000 Americans conducted by Princeton Survey Research Associates International finds millennials are doing a great job saving money. 
Millennials are a financially maligned generation. We’ve all heard the wisecracks about them being over-educated and underemployed. And how 
millennials still live in the basement at home. And how their brains are too addled by social media to make any smart long-term financial decisions. 
But maybe it’s time to rethink the bum rap. The new research, which was commissioned by from BankRate, shows that a full 31% of those age 18 to 
26 have between three and five months’ worth of living expenses squirreled away. As a segment of the population, millennials tend to be debt averse 
and more focused on experiences than amassing belongings. They also unintentionally had the idea of saving for a rainy day ingrained by watching 
their parents struggle during the Great Recession. The numbers certainly bear out that harsh financial truth. In contrast to millennials, the BankRate 
survey finds 32% of Americans age 53 to 62 report having no savings at all. As for Generation X, they’re only doing nominally better than their 
elders. Some 28% of those in their late 30s to mid 50s report they have some savings, but they haven’t managed to save enough to cover three 
months of living expenses. Savings is one of those things that you don’t have to do, but not getting the job done means living a very lean lifestyle 
down the road. And not a lot of people relish that thought, no matter their age!
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 6/23/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Keep the premium fresh foods, lose the high prices. That’s the vision Amazon has for Whole Foods now that the 
e-commerce giant wants to acquire the organic grocer for some $13.7 billion in an all-cash transaction! While we wait for both federal regulators and 
shareholders to approve the deal, here’s some more news to chew on… For years now, the name Whole Foods has been synonymous with high-
margin health food. But the era of ultra-high prices may be coming to an end. A source familiar with the matter say Amazon may roll out some 
(possibly extreme) cost-cutting measures to lower prices across the board at Whole Foods. Bloomberg says the source asked not to be named because 
the info remains confidential at this time. Whole Foods has made some overtures to lower prices over the years, such as launching a handful of 
smaller stores stocked with mostly store brands under the “365 by Whole Foods Market” banner. But by and large, the retailer has retained its 
“Whole Paycheck” image and nickname — and sales have suffered because of it. Yet it could be the dawn of a new day at the Austin, Texas-based 
grocer. First up, Amazon may be considering a reduction in headcount at Whole Foods locations to save money. In fact, cashiers (and checkout 
lanes) may go the way of the dodo entirely if Amazon uses the same disruptive retail technology being tested at a Seattle convenience store. Using 
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computer vision, sensor fusion, and deep learning, the Amazon Go beta technology can automatically detect when you take something off the shelf 
and charge it to your Amazon account. That leaves you free to walk out with your items without ever having to wait in a checkout lane! Clearly, this 
is not word that Amazon wants out on the street just yet. It’s worth noting that Amazon spokesman Drew Herdener told Bloomberg there are “no 
plans to use no-checkout technology to automate the jobs of cashiers at Whole Foods and no job reductions are planned.” Another potential shakeup 
said to be coming is in inventory management. Amazon may change the inventory at Whole Foods as part of broad effort to lower prices. 
Specifically, that means more of Amazon’s own private-label grocery products in the grocery aisle, according to Bloomberg. Guess we’ll have to 
wait and see what official announcements surface in the weeks to come!
                                                                  
 6/26/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: When it comes to fighting the scourge of ransomware, there’s a new sheriff in town. Cyber heavyweights like 
Kaspersky Lab, Intel Security, Amazon Web Services, Barracuda and more have banded together to form NoMoreRansom.org. This free online 
resource offers a repository of ransomware unblocking and decryption tools at no cost to you. And because an ounce of prevention is worth a pound 
of cure, there are also robust educational resources available that explain how ransomware works and what you can do to prevent infection. The 
recent worldwide WannaCry attack catapulted the idea of ransomware into the public spotlight. But ransomware is nothing new. For years now, 
cyber criminals have been using malware to freeze up computers until consumers pay them hundreds of dollars to supposedly implement a fix. 
NoMoreRansom.org offers remedies for nearly 50 popular ransomware scripts. The site is continually updated with new entries into the database, 
including unlock codes for EncrypTile (added June 21) and MacRansom (added Jun 23). Once ransomware gets on your computer, it may already be 
too late to do anything. In that case, you can try getting to an uninfected computer and downloading the fix from NoMoreRansom.org onto a thumb 
drive. Then take that thumb drive and plug it into your infected computer to see if it will decrypt your data for free. 

CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY     

6/27/17 1-3Pm 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Looking for a flexible job this summer that can last into the back-to-school season and beyond? Office Depot is 
about to host a major national hiring event! Want to join a truly happy workforce? Office Depot, which merged with OfficeMax in November 2013, 
was voted one of the “Top 10 Happiest Retailers To Work For” by CareerBliss. The office supplies mega-chain will be hiring new regular and 
seasonal associates during a one-day hiring event on July 11. Available positions include print and technology consultants, sales consultants, 
merchandising stock associates and more. You must apply online at Jobs.OfficeDepot.com/School prior to July 11 to be considered as a candidate. 
Once you’ve done that, you can simply show up at any of the chain’s nearly 1,400 retail stores across the country. Management will be meeting with 
potential candidates from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
 

6/28/17 1-3Pm 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: The way your credit score is calculated is about to undergo a change that is likely to help a lot of people. Equifax, 
Experian and TransUnion have jointly made a decision to remove most tax liens and civil judgments from consumer credit files effective July 1, 
2017, according to the Consumer Data Industry Association. Note that qualifier — “most tax liens and civil judgments,” though not all. The onus will 
now be on the three credit reporting agencies to make sure they have all the identifying info for a lien or judgment. That’s to ensure they’re putting 
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the right black mark on the right person’s file! For a tax lien or civil judgment to stick on a file, it will have to come complete with vital info like: - A 
person’s name - Address - Social Security number and/or date of birth. In many cases, the bureaus only have a fraction of the complete picture. 
That’s the situation approximately half the time, according to the Consumer Data Industry Association. One thing we should note here: If someone 
legitimately has a tax lien or civil judgment on their record and it gets removed because of incomplete information, sure, their score will go up. But 
that does not make them any better of a credit risk to a potential lender! The flip side of this — and what the new rules aim to correct — is that all too 
often, the credit bureaus will wrongly mess up someone’s credit because they don’t have their facts straight.

6/29/17 1-3Pm 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Ready to light the sky up this weekend in honor of Independence Day? Here’s a recall you need to be aware of! 
Just days before the Fourth of July, manufacturer American Promotional Events (APE) has recalled its TNT Red, White, & Blue Smoke fireworks. 
These particular fireworks are designed to give off smoke in patriotic colors when lit. However, APE has received three reports of people suffering 
burns because the fireworks exploded unexpectedly. Approximately 36,000 of these TNT Red, White, & Blue Smoke fireworks were sold for 
roughly $5 at Albertsons, Kroger, Meijer, Target, Wal-Mart and other stores in Illinois, Ohio, Vermont and Wisconsin from May 2017 through June 
2017. This recall involves any package with the UPC number 027736036561. If you have any of these in your fireworks stash, you can return them to 
APE for a full refund. Consumers can reach APE at 800-243-1189 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. CT Monday through Friday; via email at 
info@tntfireworks.com; or online at TNTFireworks.com.
CONSUMER / FINANCIAL / CHARITY     

6/30/17   1-3PM      2HRS
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: The drugstore sector is about to see a lot less competition now that Walgreens has announced a major acquisition 
of more than 2,000 Rite Aid locations within the next six months. The net effect to you? A likelihood that you’ll be paying higher prices as a result of 
that reduced competition. That’s going to make comparison shopping more important than ever if you want to save money! Walgreens had originally 
hoped to take over Rite Aid entirely through a buyout. But that deal was nixed by federal regulators because of antitrust concerns. Instead, Walgreens 
will now purchase 2,186 Rite Aid locations, three distribution centers and accompanying inventory for $5.175 billion in cash. All locations be 
converted to operate under the Walgreens banner over time. Rite Aid’s portfolio consists of some 4,600 locations across the country, according to 
Reuters. So even though Rite Aid will now dramatically reduce its national footprint, the drugstore will still retain ownership of approximately 2,400 
of its existing stores. Perhaps the biggest loser in this deal is Fred’s. The regional pharmacy chain hoped to buy 1,200 Rite Aid locations as part of a 
proposed divestiture. The divestiture would have been a condition of Walgreens’ full buyout of Rite Aid. But now Fred’s won’t get to acquire any 
Rite Aid locations, since plans for a full buyout have been scrapped.
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EDUCATION: 

4/20/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Going to a traditional four-year college isn’t always a necessary prerequisite for a great career. With its new hiring initiative, 
IBM is looking to tap the talent of our nation’s veterans who have a lot of experience outside of the classroom! A lot of companies talk about honoring our 
veterans, but some companies really put their money where their mouth is. IBM plans to hire 2,000 U.S. veterans over the next four years as part of a broader plan 
to create jobs for 25,000 U.S. workers through 2020. Many of the positions are in cloud computing, cybersecurity, network management and digital design. 
Typically, the positions don’t require a traditional college background; for example, you can learn to code for free through any of a variety of free online courses or 
intensive coding boot camps. So these jobs are part of a new breed of employment that IBM is calling “new collar jobs.” The idea is that you can easily pick up the 
skills you need rather than going to school for a terminal degree. Simultaneously, IBM has ramped up its commitment to train veterans in software that’s 
commonly used in the defense and law enforcement industries. Weeklong training sessions are being held across the country. Upcoming sessions are scheduled for 
Philadelphia (May 8-12), Fort Drum, NY (June 12-16) and Camp Dawson, WV (June 12-16). See a complete list of training sessions here. Following the training, 
vets will get career placement services provided by Corporate America Supports You (CASY), a nationwide non-profit that provides employment assistance for 
current and former military personnel. CASY has so far placed nearly 1,800 veterans in new careers within corporate America. For more info on IBM’s 
commitment to hiring vets, visit IBM-Veterans.jobs.
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5/15/17    1-3PM    2HRS
CLARK HOWARD: It’s no secret that we have a skills gap in the United States. Millions of high-paying jobs go unfilled because employers can’t 
find workers with the right training. Well, one state is stepping up to do its part to end this problem. Back in 2014, Tennessee governor Bill Haslam 
came up with a plan called Tennessee Promise that allowed all high school graduates in the state to attend two-year community colleges or technical 
schools for free. Now there’s a bill on the governor’s desk that would expand the program to include all adult residents of the state. Not just 
graduating seniors. That would make Tennessee the first state in the nation to offer community college free to all citizens – both high school grads 
and adults! “If we want to have jobs ready for Tennesseans, we have to make sure that Tennesseans are ready for jobs, and there is no smarter 
investment than increasing access to high-quality education,” Haslam said in a statement. The planned broadening of the program comes at no cost to 
taxpayers; it will be funded by the state lottery. Haslam is expected to sign the expansion bill into law. When that happens, all adults in Tennessee 
will be able to pursue degrees at community colleges beginning in the fall semester of 2018. They’ll get to say goodbye to worries about the tuition 
and fees traditionally associated with higher education.

WSB-AM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 2ND Qtr. 2017 6/30/17

ISSUE & DESCRIPTION  DATE  TIME LENGTH
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
CRIME / SAFETY / SCAMS:

4/27/17 1-3pm 2hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: It’s no secret that Uber isn’t exactly the greatest when it comes to protecting the privacy of customers. Back in 
March, we told you that several major security holes were found in newer versions of the Uber app — including unenforced HTTPS connections and 
data that was being sent unencrypted in some cases! But now The New York Times reports the company is trying to get its act together to comply 
with Apple’s privacy guidelines. Unfortunately, it took Apple threatening Uber with removal from the App Store to get to this point! Ever used Uber 
from your iPhone? Then there’s a good chance the ride-hailing company has the ability to know where you are at this very minute — even if you’ve 
deleted the Uber app! Uber began using a technology called “fingerprinting” in 2014 to track iPhones in China. The goal was to crackdown on ride 
fraud. The company wanted to make sure criminals weren’t using stolen phones and stolen credit cards to game the Uber ride incentive system. In a 
nutshell, Uber was trying to stop the criminals from creating fake rides in the system and collecting a cash bonus for giving a certain number of rides 
that never took place. The fingerprinting allowed Uber to track handsets known to be involved with criminal activity and ban them from getting back 
into the system. The only problem was the fingerprints stayed on iPhones even after the Uber app was deleted, which amounts to a violation of 
Apple’s privacy rules. Yet Uber still kept fingerprinting iPhones even though it knew doing so ran afoul of Apple rules. In fact, The New York Times 
reports that Uber’s tech people even put up a “geofence” around Apple’s headquarters in Cupertino, CA., that prevented Apple’s engineers from 
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being able to read the fingerprints left behind after app deletion. Of course, Uber didn’t geofence every single Apple location around the world, so 
employees outside of Cupertino eventually detected the fingerprints and therefore knew Uber was flouting Apple’s security rules. That bit of 
subterfuge landed Uber CEO Travis Kalanick in front of Apple CEO Tim Cook in early 2015. Cook threatened Kalanick with expulsion from 
Apple’s App Store if he didn’t knock it off. The company complied — albeit almost two years later — and has now modified its use of fingerprints to 
conform to Apple’s privacy guidelines. “We absolutely do not track individual users or their location if they’ve deleted the app. As The New York 
Times story notes towards the very end, this is a typical way to prevent fraudsters from loading Uber onto a stolen phone, putting in a stolen credit 
card, taking an expensive ride and then wiping the phone—over and over again. Similar techniques are also used for detecting and blocking 
suspicious logins to protect our users’ accounts. Being able to recognize known bad actors when they try to get back onto our network is an important 
security measure for both Uber and our users,” an Uber spokesperson said. But that’s not the end of it. The ability for tracking still exists. 
TechCrunch notes that a late 2016 update to the Uber app now allows the company to track users for five minutes before or after a ride. The stated 
goal is to ensure accurate pickup and safe exit from a ride. Only this time, you have to agree to be tracked by enabling location services. By doing it 
this way, Uber is now in compliance with Apple’s privacy wishes.

CRIME / SAFETY / SCAMS:

4/28/17 1-3PM 2Hrs 
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: UPS and FedEx are contending with a new wrinkle in package scams that involves fraudulently ordered 
electronics being returned to criminals rather than to a legitimate retail address. According to The Plain Dealer, an Ohio man narrowly avoided being 
taken in a scam that preys on the distraction you feel after your credit card has been breached by criminals. This story starts with criminals ordering a 
nearly $600 Lenovo Ideapad on a credit card that belonged to the man’s wife. Fortunately, the couple was signed up for email alerts from their bank. 
Each time a new charge is posted to their account, they get an instant notification. The couple immediately reported the charge as fraudulent to their 
bank, which hadn’t noticed any red flags around the purchase of the computer from Best Buy. Once alerted, the bank immediately stopped payment 
on the order. Yet a few days later, the computer showed up at the couple’s home on a UPS truck. The man called Best Buy to explain what was going 
on. Fortunately, he able to return the computer to a local Best Buy store — no harm, no foul. Here’s where it gets really interesting… The day after 
the man returned the computer, FedEx showed up at the couple’s home with a shipping label and instructions to pick up a computer for return to Best 
Buy. However, the address on the return shipping label wasn’t for a legitimate Best Buy location; it was for a residential street address in the 
Philadelphia area — likely the home of reshipping mule who doesn’t even know that their new work-from-home job is part of a criminal front. So the 
m.o. of the criminals is this: They will order expensive electronics on a stolen credit card and have the purchases shipped to the home of the 
legitimate credit card holder. The criminals are  hoping the card holder will become preoccupied with disputing the purchase with their bank. That’s 
when the crooks strike a second time by sending a return label and package in which the item is supposedly to be shipped back to the retailer. But if 
you ship it before noticing that the address on the return label is not that of legitimate warehouse or place of business, the retailer may hold you 
financially responsible for the cost of the stolen merchandise. It’s a simple yet effective scam that preys on the overwhelming feeling you get when 
your credit card is breached by criminals. The lesson? Never return something you didn’t order without first verifying that it’s a legitimate address to 
which you’re return shipping. And sign up for email alerts from your bank! They’re free and put you on the front line of protecting your accounts.  
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CRIME / SAFETY / SCAMS:

5/1/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: The Un-carrier wants to unleash the power of technology to block phonies from showing up on your phone. T-
Mobile has introduced a suite of call protection solutions designed to drastically lower the number of robo and scam calls its customers have to 
endure. There are some free options here and they don’t require you to download anything! The first two services are absolutely free to anyone on T-
Mobile. Scam ID alerts you when calls come in from known scammers. Scam Block, meanwhile, lets you block known scammers so they can’t get 
through to you. A third new service called Name ID lets you “add Name ID and identify any caller’s name and location.” It also lets you block 
personal numbers from coming in. Unlike Scam ID and Scam Block, Name ID comes with a price tag of $4 a month. Though it is provided free of 
charge on all T-Mobile ONE Plus and T-Mobile ONE Plus International plans. T-Mobile’s latest move takes a page from the playbook of AT&T. 
Back in December 2016, AT&T released its Call Protect app. The free mobile app automatically vets incoming calls to make sure they’re not 
associated with robocall scams. The AT&T initiative has been wildly successful. In April 2017, Call Protect announced that it has thwarted 1 billion 
robocalls. We all know the major cell phone carriers like to sling mud at each other in their ads. But the beauty of this situation is that what AT&T 
and T-Mobile have done puts the customer first! Let’s hope we see similar initiatives from Sprint and Verizon. Having less scam calls in your life is 
something everybody wants — no matter who they’re with for wireless service!
 

5/30/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Another day, another data breach! Chipotle Mexican Grill has now revealed full details of a spring data breach 
following several weeks of investigation. From March 24 to April 18, criminals used malware at select Chipotle locations to capture info from debit 
and credit cards used in point-of-sale transactions (POS) inside the stores. The malware was designed to target track data on cards, so info such as 
cardholder name, card number, expiration date and internal verification code was left vulnerable to crooks. No other info is believed to have been 
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compromised in this breach. It’s important to note that not all Chipotle locations were involved in this breach. Find out if the location you frequent 
was hit by searching this company-provided database. Also impacted in the breach were customers of seven specific Pizzeria Locale restaurants, 
which is an affiliated company of Chipotle.

CRIME / SAFETY / SCAMS

6/9/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: We’ve told you before about the bogus package delivery scam and the threat that package thieves pose to your 
shipped goods. Now an oldie but baddie scam involving outgoing mail dropped in mailboxes is reportedly making a comeback! The New York Post 
says scam artists are coating the inside of USPS mailboxes with a “thick honey-like substance” in a low-tech hack designed to steal your letters and 
bills. The sticky substance basically acts like flypaper; it catches letters that people drop down the chute to be mailed. Crooks can then later retrieve 
whatever envelopes get stuck and rifle through the contents to find checks and cash. The cash is just a gimme for the bad guys, while checks make 
the crooks work a little harder. Checks have to be “washed” by criminals, a special process that removes pen ink from the face of a check. That 
leaves the crooks free to change the recipient’s name on the check — or add an extra zero or two to the dollar amount — and then cash it themselves. 
The scam seems to be localized to New Jersey at this point. The USPS has not confirmed the veracity of this latest report in The New York Post. But 
local postal inspectors did confirm this sticky mailbox ploy was going on in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area in 2012 and again in 2014 when it happened in 
Mount Vernon, NY. Just to play devil’s advocate, we did a search of Snopes.com — an authoritative site useful for separating urban legends from 
confirmed news about scams and ripoffs — and did not find any info about the mailbox glue scam in their archives. We’ve followed up with an email 
to the Snopes team asking about the veracity of this latest scam report.

   6/16/17  9a – noon  3 hrs.
THE HERMAN CAIN SHOW: Two escaped inmates sought in the killings of two guards on a Georgia prison bus were captured Thursday after a 
chase and being held at gunpoint by a rural Tennessee homeowner whose vehicle they were trying to steal.
Putnam County Sheriff Howard Sills says Donnie Rowe and Ricky Dubose were apprehended in the rural community of Christiana, Tennessee, 
ending a multi-state manhunt that began Tuesday morning.   The two men had been on the run since early Tuesday, when they are accused of having 
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killed Sgt. Christopher Monica and Sgt. Curtis Billue.  Authorities say the two inmates overpowered and disarmed the guards on a bus about 6:45 
a.m. Tuesday as 33 inmates were being driven between prisons.

WSB-AM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 2ND Qtr. 2017 6/30/17

ISSUE & DESCRIPTION  DATE  TIME LENGTH
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
HEALTH / ENVIRONMENTAL / RELIGIOUS:

 
4/2/17 5AM 50MINS

DR. JOE SHOW:  Dangerous grains.  If you suffer from a condition such as osteoporosis, Crohn’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis or depression, you’re 
unlikely to blame your breakfast cereal.  After all, intolerance of wheat, or celiac disease (CD), is an allergic reaction to a protein called gluten, 
thought to affect only about one in 1,000 people. Your doctor, if asked about CD, would tell you that it involves damage to the gut wall, which makes 
for problems absorbing certain nutrients, such as iron, calcium and vitamin D.  As a result, you are more likely to develop conditions such as 
osteoporosis and anemia, as well as a range of gastrointestinal problems. Children who have it are often described as “failing to thrive”.  The proof 
that you have CD comes when gut damage shows up in a biopsy.  The treatment, which has a high rate of success, is to remove gluten – found in rye 
and barley as well as wheat – from your diet.                        

4/9/17 5AM 50MINS
 DR. JOE SHOW:  WiFi router stunts plants.  Universities routinely spend millions of dollars running research projects, but recently, a handful of 
middle-school kids showed what’s possible without a budget.  It started when five ninth-grade girls from a school in Denmark noticed that they felt 
crummy couldn’t concentrate after sleeping with their cell phones.  (And no, sleeping with cell phones isn’t a Danish thing.) Anyway, their 
observation gave the girls an idea for a science project.  They decided to check just what cell phones did to the human brain that caused the 
disorganization, but soon, they ran into design problems.  The logistics turned out to be too complex and expensive, so instead, they settled on the 
idea of seeing how WiFi affected plants.  They filled 12 trays with seeds from an edible herb related to watercress.  Half the trays went into a room 
containing no electronic devices, and the other half got plunked down next to two WiFi routers in another room.  The girls calculated that the routers 
emitted the same level of electromagnetic energy as a cell phone.The students observed the plants for 12 days.  At the end, the results were dramatic.  
The plants in the non -EMF room had prospered.  Those situated next to the routers either didn’t grow at all, or worse, they had died.

4/17/17   1AM    18:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Ben Stong is a world-class facial plastic surgeon practicing in Atlanta. Stong talks about the big increase in plastic 
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surgery because 40% of people say they want to look better on social media. People are constantly seeing themselves in unflattering angles which 
takes its toll on their self esteem. Two thirds of surgeons say that procedures like lip fillers are growing in popularity because of social media and 
reality tv.  Kalos-plasticsurgery.com 

WSB-AM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 2ND Qtr. 2017 6/30/17

ISSUE & DESCRIPTION  DATE  TIME LENGTH
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
HEALTH / ENVIRONMENTAL / RELIGIOUS:

4/16/17 5AM 50MINS
DR. JOE SHOW: The food-hormone-emotion connection.  
Typical romantic dinner – Wine, steak, baked potato with butter and sour cream, cheesecake, bread and butter, coffee with sugar or artificial 
sweetener, after dinner smoke. Steak – heavy protein – large consumption of energy; only 17% of the protein is useable, the rest is wasted. Sex is #1 
consumer of energy, digestion is #2; more energy for digestion, less for romance.

4/23/17     5AM     50MINS
DR. JOE SHOW: Mistakes that make you age faster.  We probably all know a 90-year-old who still runs and drives, and we know 50-year-olds who 
can barely move.  We’ve all seen classic cars that run like new, and new vehicles that sound like they need to vomit.
To increase your odds of being the former, avoid things that speed up the aging process.  Start with these seven:
Bad food choices.
Poor sleep.
Inactivity.
Toxins.
Addiction.
Ignoring risk factors

4/24/17    1AM     12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Srihari Naidu, nationally recognized Interventional Cardiologist and Director of the Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy 
Program at Westchester Medical Center in NY talks about how even eating right may not save you from a genetic predisposition of heart disease. 
This genetically transmitted disease effects about 1 in 500 individuals and has various and wide range of subspecialties within the cardiovascular 
family.
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WSB-AM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 2ND Qtr. 2017 6/30/17
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION  DATE  TIME LENGTH
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
HEALTH / ENVIRONMENTAL / RELIGIOUS:

4/24/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: For years, there has been a debate about whether overuse of cell phones is dangerous or not. Much of the debate 
has centered on the question of whether or not the radiation phones emit can cause brain tumors or other health problems. Those of you who are old 
enough to remember late GOP strategist Lee Atwater may recall that he was one of the early adopters of cell phones in the public eye. He was often 
photographed with a cell phone glued to his ear. When he died of a brain tumor at age 40 in 1991, his family and others started speculating about the 
long-term dangers of cellular technology. The wireless industry has steadfastly denied any link between mobile phone use and tumor growth. But an 
Italian court has a differing view...A 57-year-old Italian man who says he developed a brain tumor after excessive work-related use of his phone has 
been awarded a state-funded pension of 500 Euros (roughly $535) a month, according to U.K. newspaper The Guardian. The man alleges he 
developed a brain tumor after 15 years of using his phone for three to four hours each day in the course of business. Thankfully, the tumor was 
benign. It was removed during a surgical procedure, but now the man can’t hear anything out of one ear because his acoustic nerve was also removed 
during the operation. “For the first time in the world, a court has recognized a causal link between inappropriate use of a mobile phone and a brain 
tumor,” the man’s lawyers said in a statement. The Guardian is calling it a “landmark ruling”.
 

4/30/17    5AM 50MINS
DR. JOE SHOW:  High cost of cheap food.  Poor health is typically the result of a metabolically inappropriate diet.  Many studies have confirmed 
that processed foods and sugary beverages are significant contributors to obesity and chronic disease, including cancer.
Unfortunately, while the government appears to be concerned about rising obesity and disease statistics, it has done virtually nothing to address its 
own role. For example, agricultural policies contribute to the poor health of Americans and play an important role in the ever-worsening obesity 
epidemic by promoting consumption of cheap junk food that wreak metabolic havoc.

5/7/17 5AM 50Mins
DR. JOE SHOW: Take small steps. Walk to work. Use fat free milk over whole milk. Do sit-ups in front of the TV.
Walk during lunch hour. Drink water before a meal .Eat no red meat & poultry. Eat half your dessert.
Walk instead of drive whenever you can. Take family walk after dinner. Skate to work instead of driving.
Avoid food portions larger than your fist. Mow lawn with push mower. Increase the fiber in your diet.
Walk to your place of worship instead of driving. Walk kids to school. Get a dog and walk it. Join an exercise group.
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HEALTH / ENVIRONMENTAL / RELIGIOUS:

5/9/17        1-3PM       2Hrs
CLARK HOWARD: An Indian woman facing a future of quadriplegia and even death because of an unusual spinal condition has been restored to 
health after having innovative surgery that involved 3D-printed vertebrae. It may sound like futuristic science fiction, but it’s happening right now! 
The Indo-Asian News Service reports a 32-year-old teacher is up and walking less than two weeks after doctors installed a 3D-printed titanium 
implant between her skull and spine. The woman suffered from a rare manifestation of tuberculosis in her spine, which was exacerbated by a 
compromised immune system brought on by treatment with infertility drugs. Things got to the point that the woman’s first, second and third cervical 
vertebrae were badly deteriorating. With no support between her skull and lower spine, British newspaper The Guardian reports the woman’s posture 
began curving and progressive weakness in her limbs was leading to paralysis. But now, she’s up and walking again after a 10-hour procedure to 
correct the condition. “Given the complexity of this case, the use of 3D printing technology has helped us in bringing a successful outcome,” lead 
surgeon Dr. Anand Naik told the Indo-Asian News Service. “The patient today on 12 post-operative days is now walking with minimal support, all 
her pain has gone…and, most importantly, her life was saved by this technique.” We’ve already heard about doctors making highly customized 
artificial limbs with the help of 3D printers. Those kinds of prosthetics can be up to 90% cheaper than traditional ones. But the surgery in India helps 
set a new bar. It’s one of the most unique procedures ever performed, according to The Guardian. The only other precedents are operations that took 
place in China beginning in 2014 and a single surgery performed in Australia in 2016.

5/9/17 1-3PM 2HRS
CLARK HOWARD: You’ve heard of ticks transmitting Lyme disease, but now some of the bugs are passing on a rare virus called Powassan that is 
fatal in about 15% of cases. Powassan is a rare but deadly RNA virus with links to West Nile fever. But with only 75 reported cases over the last 10 
years, this is one deadly virus you’ve probably never heard about. Powassan can cause encephalitis (inflammation of the brain) and meningitis 
(inflammation of the membranes that surround the brain and spinal cord) by infecting the central nervous system. Most cases are reported in the 
Northeast and Great Lakes region, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Fever, headache, vomiting, weakness, 
confusion, seizures and memory loss are among the most common symptoms. “About 15% of patients who are infected and have symptoms are not 
going survive,” Dr. Jennifer Lyons, chief of the Division of Neurological Infections and Inflammatory Diseases at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in 
Boston, tells CNN. “Of the survivors, at least 50% will have long-term neurological damage that is not going to resolve.” Amid reports that 2017 is 
going to be a banner year for tick infestation, there are ways you can protect yourself from Powassan and other tick-borne diseases. The CDC 
recommends the following steps: Use tick repellent with 30% DEET; avoid wooded and bushy areas; wear long sleeves, pants and closed-toe shoes 
when you’re in the woods; inspect your body thoroughly for ticks after being outdoors; seek medical attention promptly if you think you may have 
Powassan. Unfortunately, there is no vaccine for Powassan. Treatment includes respiratory support, intravenous fluids and medications to reduce 
brain swelling. One final note about the DEET. Women who are pregnant or breast feeding can safely use DEET, picaridin, lemon eucalyptus or 
IR3535, if applied properly. Be sure to reapply every eight hours. But you shouldn’t use these products on infants younger than two months.

HEALTH / ENVIRONMENTAL / RELIGIOUS:
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5/8/17     1AM   10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Sharyn Lewin, Medical Director for Dept. of Gynecological Oncology at Holy Name Medical Center talks about 
ovarian cancer. Every year about 22,200 women are diagnosed with ovarian cancer and 14,000 die from it. Lewin discussed the prevalence and the 
treatments options such as; chemotherapy, radiation, surgery and targeted therapies.

5/14/17 5AM 50Mins
DR. JOE SHOW:  Treating low back pain with diet.  Low back pain became one of the biggest problems for public health systems in the Western 
world during the second half of the 20th century.  The lifetime prevalence of low back pain is reported to be as high as 84 percent, and chronic low 
back pain is present in about one in five, with one in ten being disabled.  It’s an epidemic.  Are people just lifting more heavy stuff?  No.  
Atherosclerosis can obstruct the arteries that feed the spine, and this diminished blood flow can result in various back problems.  This can be seen on 
special scans. Now we have MRI imaging that can show the occlusion of spinal arteries in people with back pain and the degeneration of the discs.  
Researchers showed that patients with long-term back pain had constricted blood flow, and those with high cholesterol appeared to suffer with more 
severe symptoms. Those with narrowed arteries appear about eight and a half times more likely to have suffered from chronic back pain. Although 
disc degeneration has multiple causal factors, with genetic, occupational and mechanical influences, alteration in nutrition has been proposed as the 
final common pathway.  This makes sense.  The discs in our lower back are the largest "“vascular” tissue in the body, meaning our discs don’t have 
any blood vessels.

5/21/17 5AM 50Mins.
DR. JOE SHOW:  Lifestyle strategies to implement today.  10 healthy lifestyle changes that can improve your health, including eating an avocado 
each day, giving up soda, making fermented vegetables and getting three important health tests done.
Other healthy strategies to incorporate this year include sitting less and moving more, eating more fish, going grass-fed, Peak Fasting, getting eight 
hours of sleep each night and eating more fiber.

HEALTH / ENVIRONMENTAL / RELIGIOUS:

   5/24/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Ladies, do you routinely have a drink a day? A new study finds that doing so can give you a 5% to 9% increased 
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risk of breast cancer. A new study from the World Cancer Research Fund (WCRF) and the American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR) reveals 
that just one drink a day on average can boost a woman’s chances of getting breast cancer no matter her age. The findings, however, are not a 
monolith; the alcohol poses a different level of risk for women depending on their stage of life. Premenopausal women who consumed one drink a 
day on average showed a 5% increased risk of developing breast cancer. Postmenopausal women, meanwhile, demonstrated a 9% risk increase. The 
connection between alcohol and increased risk of cancer is not new in and of itself. What is new is the quantification of the risk of breast cancer for 
women. “The increase with one drink a day was small … but the risk goes up from there,” Dr. Anne McTiernan, one of the study’s lead authors, is 
quoted as saying. “So that’s why AICR recommends no more than one alcohol drink a day for women to reduce risk for cancer.” One drink a day is 
defined as 10 grams of alcohol, to be exact. That’s a small glass of wine, an eight-ounce beer or a single shot of hard liquor. The study examined data 
from 119 observational studies, which monitored more than 260,000 cases of breast cancer among 12 million women worldwide. Some 12% of 
women in the United States and England will develop breast cancer during their lifetime, according to BreastCancer.org. Before you dispense with 
drinking entirely, you’ve got to consider the other evidence. Wine in particular is noted for its high levels of antioxidants. Antioxidants are powerful 
health agents that help your cells fight off damaging free radicals and boost your immune system. In one recent study, red wine was also shown to 
improve cholesterol. Using wine to lower cholesterol can be part of an inexpensive plan to defray the costs of cholesterol drugs. And that could be a 
major win for your pocketbook when you consider there are promising new cholesterol drugs that will reportedly cost $14,000 annually per patient! 
Meanwhile, another new study suggests that people who regularly drink alcohol are less likely to die young than people who never drink. Wherever 
you come down on the alcohol debate, remember the old maxim: All things in moderation!

5/28/17 5AM 50MINS
DR. JOE SHOW: Quick weight loss tips.  There are certain foods that – as soon as they hit your lips – can have a damaging effect on your waistline.  
Learning how to spot them is just step one. Now, here’s why you need to avoid them, how minimizing their consumption minimizes your waistline, 
and how to make simple substitutions so you don’t feel deprived. Ditch high fructose corn syrup. Sayonara, Splenda. Avoid aspartame. Take out the 
trans- fat. Say goodbye to soda – even diet soda. Learn to limit sugar. Eliminate suspected food sensitivities. Don’t bother with diet pills. Don’t drink 
diet shakes. Uncover hidden MSG. Reduce pesticides and heavy metals. Wipe out white flour.

HEALTH / ENVIRONMENTAL / RELIGIOUS:

6/4/17 5AM 50Mins.

DR. JOE SHOW: Good and bad fats.  Good fats…
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“I use a good cleanser and moisturizer, but most of the real benefits come from what I eat,” my friend replied at brunch recently after the server 
gushed about her vibrant, glowing skin that made her look a decade younger. Her secret?  She ate an entire avocado every day, added freshly ground 
flaxseed to her protein shake, and supplemented with a professional quality fish oil.  I wasn’t surprised she ordered wild-caught salmon over a bed of 
mixed greens that afternoon. The right fats promote glowing skin, while bad ones make you look old, wrinkled, and haggard.  Among the signs that 
you’re not getting enough high-quality oils and fats include dry, itchy, scaling, or flaking skin. Let’s get the bad ones out of the way.  Studies show 
trans fats found in vegetable oils and processed foods create oxidative damage, providing a surefire way to age your skin. 

6/8/17 1-3PM 2Hrs
 THE CLARK HOWARD SHOW: Fidget spinners have been the surprise hit of the first half of 2017. But one small independent study warns that 
almost 20% of fidget spinners tested contained dangerous levels of lead and mercury! There’s been a lot of outlandish reporting with headlines 
touting this study as an official report (which it’s not) and saying parents need to throw out all fidget spinners immediately (which they don’t 
necessarily). Here’s the reality: One independent researcher tested 11 fidget spinners and found two of them contained what are undoubtedly 
dangerous levels of lead and some mercury. Scientists generally consider less than 90 parts per million (ppm) of lead to be safe and acceptable in 
children’s toys. But one $31 spinner from Yomaxer that was tested had an outrageous amount of lead content. Using an X-ray fluorescence 
spectrometer, the researcher got a lead content reading of 42,800 ppm on that particular model! The Toy Association put out the following press 
release in May to offer these caveats to parents who wanted to buy fidget spinners for their kids: "Shop at a reputable retailer that you know and trust. 
Those retailers will be selling products that have been tested and comply with strict U.S. safety standards. When a craze like the fidget spinners hits, 
you may be tempted to buy one for your child wherever you can find one (like at a pop-up vendor on the street or from an unknown online seller), but 
the safety of products sold outside a reputable retailer cannot be guaranteed." As you may know, fidget spinners are supposed to be therapeutic tools 
for children with ADHD and Autism. Proponents of the spinners say flicking them helps fidgety children calm down and remain focused in a 
classroom setting. Detractors, of course, say there’s no science to back up that claim and that they’re just a nuisance in the classroom.

 
HEALTH / ENVIRONMENTAL / RELIGIOUS:

  6/11/17&6/12/17       6AM/12AM 15:00
PERSPECTIVES: Focus on Health with Dr. Jyotir Jani of Piedmont Healthcare 
Piedmont Healthcare provides high quality, patient centered care delivered wherever, whenever, and however is most convenient for you and/or your 
family. Piedmont is transforming its approach to patient experience and making it easier for patients to access services by offering convenient online 
scheduling, same-day appointments and on-demand virtual visits through Piedmont on Call.  Piedmont on Call allows consumers too busy to make a 
trip to the doctor to see a physician on demand for $49 per virtual visit. Patients can access this service by visiting piedmont.org/on call or 
downloading the free Piedmont on Call app available on the Apple App Store and Google Play. 20 Piedmont Urgent Care centers are located 
throughout the metro Atlanta and Athens regions for non-life threatening illnesses or injuries that required immediate care. Starting in August, 
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Piedmont will operate and provide all clinical services at 27 retail health clinics located within Walgreens stores across the Atlanta area. Called 
Piedmont QuickCare, these health clinics will offer more options for patients to receive the care they need close to home.

                      6/11/17&6/12/17    6AM/12AM         15:00
PERSPECTIVES: Dr. John Lipman, Atlanta Interventional Institute
After his training, Dr. Lipman practiced Interventional Radiology in a large private practice group in Atlanta for 14 years.  In 2005, he started his 
own private practice – Atlanta Interventional Institute. In 2015, he opened a state of the art 5,400 square foot outpatient medical facility, caring for 
patients throughout the Southeastern United States, Caribbean, and as far away as Africa and New Zealand.  While he is best known for his 
pioneering work in the non-surgical treatment of uterine fibroids, Dr. Lipman’s practice treats a number of medical conditions including tubal 
infertility, migraines, and osteoporotic compression fractures of the spine. A critical aspect of Dr. Lipman’s mission includes educating the public 
about fibroids and UFE. Equally important, he helps other physicians become better informed about uterine fibroids and their treatment. 

6/11/17     5AM 50Min.
DR JOE SHOW: Fake health foods.  These seemingly good-for-you eats are the reason behind your breakouts.
Low fat anything.
Skim milk.
Vegetable oils.
Wheat bread.
Fruit smoothies.

HEALTH /MENTAL/SAFETY / CRIME:

                                                                                                6/12/17       1AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Frank McGillin, Senior VP and CCO of NeuroMetrix talks about a new alternative to taking opiods, which is now an 
epidemic because so many people experience chronic pain for various reasons. The wearable device is called Quell and is a Pain Relief Technology, 
FDA-cleared, drug free alternative for managing chronic pain. It is worn on the leg and it works through the central nervous system to relieve pain 
anywhere in the body. NeuroMetrix.com

6/18/17  5AM  50Min.
DR. JOE SHOW:  Ways your home is making you sick.  Lots of household items are potential irritants and/or can cause health complications.  The 
most important fact, however, is the physiological wellbeing of the individual’s exposed to those potential items.  In general, the healthier a person is, 
the less likely he or she is to be affected by the potential contaminant.  Also, age and previous illnesses can play a role. Your couch is killing you has 
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another meaning other than sitting too much is bad for your health.  A study on fire retardants showed that all 22 mothers and 26 children tested were 
exposed to a fire retardant called TDCIPP, a likely carcinogen, and the average concentration in children was nearly five times that of their moms.

  6/18/17&6/19/17  6AM/12AM          15:00
PERSPECTIVES: Andrea Petersen, author, ON EDGE – Living with Anxiety Disorder. There are an estimated 40 million American adults who 
suffer from some form of anxiety disorder in any given year. That number includes Andrea Petersen, a highly regarded health reporter who was 
experienced her first panic attack sophomore year in college. After that, nothing was the same. It took over a dozen doctors and almost a year before 
she was finally diagnosed with an anxiety disorder and treated. Although having a name for her symptoms and fears was an enormous relief, 
identifying the problem was only the beginning of Petersen’s journey toward understanding it. Her book, ON EDGE is a wry, sympathetic, bracingly 
honest account of living with anxiety, coupled with deep reportage on the science of anxiety disorders.

6/25/17 5AM  50Min.
DR. JOE SHOW:  Surprising diabetes triggers.
Scented candles that set the mood. Your morning routine. Your insomniac tendencies.
The water bottle you tote to the gym. Your neighbor’s wood burning stove.
Your fragrance fixation. Your Mom’s smoking habit. Bee-killing chemicals.
One of America’s favorite weedkillers. Your laundry routine.
Your contaminated dinner.
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4/9/17&4/10/17         6AM/12AM      15:00
PERSPECTIVES: EarthShare Career Fair – Madeline Reamy, Executive Dir.
Nonprofit leaders and students gathered at Emory University for the inaugural Earth Day Water Symposium & Career Expo. This event was designed 
to further engagement between EarthShare of Georgia’s business partners and member groups, while reaching out to rising student leaders interested 
in exploring the sustainability field. There were multiple opportunities to explore a variety of water issues during the Leadership Luncheon program, 
afternoon Water Talks and WaterHub Tours. The all-day event began with the Career Expo where students participated in a resume’ review and 
networking with more than twenty career booths including representatives from the business and environmental nonprofit communities.
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4/16/17&4/17/17 6AM/12AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Atlanta Jazz Festival 40th Anniversary – Guest Camille Love
The Atlanta Jazz Festival is regarded as one of the country’s largest free jazz festivals and invites music lovers from around the region to be 
immersed in jazz music culture. Mayor Maynard Jackson founded the original jazz festival to promote the art form that originated in the south. The 
Atlanta Jazz Festival is an annual musical showcase that celebrates jazz legends and features up-and-coming jazz performers in venues throughout 
metropolitan Atlanta, culminating on Memorial Day weekend with performances at Piedmont Park, Friday through Sunday.

4/23/17&4/24/17 6AM/12AM  25:00
PERSPECTIVES: The WHYs of being married with Carmen Hope Thomas -Carmen Hope Thomas was an unmarried Miami TV exec and radio 
personality, and had plans to remain unmarried indefinitely. She was 36 when she eventually married 10 years ago, but marriage was never in 
Carmen's plan. In her new book, Why Marry A Man You Don't Need, Carmen makes a case for marriage, since many men and women are opting out 
of marriage, and viewing it as something one does out of financial or emotional necessity. The book is for women AND men.
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4/24/17   1AM 15:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Stacii Jae Johnson, relationship expert for Blackpeoplemeet.com shares the benefits of Black Love. Johnson talks 
about how to navigate today's dating world both on and offline. According to the US Census figures, 44% of adult Americans are single- that's over a 
million unattached men and women looking for love and 70% of African American singles are open to finding a relationship this year. 
Blackpeoplemeet.com

5/7/17&5/8/176AM/12AM  15:00
PERSPECTIVES: Sandra Richards – author Rice and Rocks
Sandra L. Richards is the debut picture book author of Rice & Rocks. With Rice & Rocks, Sandra brings a unique contribution to the world of 
children’s books. An American-born daughter of Jamaican immigrant parents, she hopes the book will serve as an educational resource for families 
seeking to teach their children the value of their heritage and the importance of cultural diversity.  She spent much or her week in Atlanta reading her 
book to children.
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5/14/17&5/15/17 6AM/12AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Mother’s Day special with Authors Kelly Rowland, Leslie Stahl and Margo Lee Shutterly
When Kelly Rowland – most famous for being one of the original members of Destin’s Child gave birth to her son, she encountered all sorts of 
experiences that she had not read about in What to Expect When You Are Expecting, so afterwards as her son entered the “terrible twos” she got with 
her doctor and together the two of them wrote “Whoa Baby” for new moms to answer the questions that she had no idea she’d ask.  Leslie Stahl, a 
legendary journalist and one of the correspondents for 60 Minutes is also a LOL – no not laugh out loud, though she does she’s as her doctor once put 
it a “little old lady” and she’s enjoying life as a grandmother.  She writes about it in her book “Becoming Grandma.” Finally we wrap the show with a 
conversation with Margot Lee Shuttlery who wrote about three amazing mothers and pioneers in her book turned movie – “Hidden Figures.”
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                           5/21/17&5/22/17 6AM/12AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Spirit of Atlanta Drum Corps – Chris Moore, Director
Spirit of Atlanta Drum and Bugle Corps, founded in 1976, is a nonprofit youth performing arts education organization based in Atlanta, GA. The 
primary objective of Spirit of Atlanta is to provide challenging, high-quality programs for youth through a positive environment that emphasizes 
character and social development, leadership, self-discipline, and the pursuit of excellence. The corps is comprised of 150 brass, percussion, and 
color guard members, ages 15 to 22, who perform an 11-minute show that integrates artistic and athletic skill in an entertaining display of outdoor 
pageantry. Although most of its members are from the Southeast, the popularity of Spirit of Atlanta has attracted members from all over the United 
States, Canada, and even Great Britain and Japan.  The corps proudly represents the city of Atlanta at more than 30 competitions and exhibitions 
before a combined audience of over 300,000 fans. 

 5/28/17&5/29/17  6AM/12AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Living your best life with Sheri Riley, Author
Exponential Living: Stop Spending 100% of your time on 10% of Who You Are
Riley rose to the top of the entertainment industry and was miserable… She had the incredible opportunity to work with some of the top celebrities, 
artists, CEOs and influencers of our lifetime. But it didn’t make her happy. She got to the TOP in the entertainment industry and was miserable 
because she did not have a good life. S didn’t spend quality time with family without feeling guilty and worried about deadlines. Her journey of 
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pursuing peace, choosing clarity, and living courageously became my 9 Principles of Exponential Living®.  My programs help people live FULL 
OUT, but with great abundance, peace, and joy.

             6/4/17&6/5/17 6AM/12AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: IGY6 Service Dogs for Heroes with Ken Capello and Tiffany Hernandez Slater (board member)
IGY6 Service Dogs for Heroes was started by Ken Cappello in memory of Stephen Akin, an army veteran who lost his battle with PTSD before he 
was able to obtain a service dog.  Currently, it takes approximately two years and $36,000 to train a service dog.  IGY6 Service Dogs for Heroes is 
designed to provide help faster to veterans who are suffering from PTSD.  At the same time, we’re saving loving dogs from being euthanized at local 
shelters. Ken's team rescues dogs from the shelters, prepares them for training in foster homes, and pairs them up with needy veterans.  Rather than 
wait two years for training, the veterans are able to train their own dogs at the IGY6 facility, providing them with much needed companionship and 
sense of purpose. 
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6/5/17  1AM 20:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: World renowned Actor and activist, Egypt joins us to talk about his new project, "5 Steps to Get Over Your Ex" film. 
The faith based film offers 5 healthy techniques to get over an ex which is proving to be harder and harder for some and even lead to death in some 
extreme cases. Egypt is known for his one man show-Black Men Naked Truth. blackmennakedtruth.com

  6/25/17&6/26/17      6AM/12AM  25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Dining Out in Atlanta with Malika Bowling, author of the Food Lovers’ Guide to Atlanta
Malika Bowling is the author of Food Lovers’ Guide to Atlanta and Food Blogging 101. She has been featured on HGTV and The Huffington Post 
and has been a contributing writer to USA Today. She is also the President of the Association of Food Bloggers.  In her book, Bowling takes 
Atlantans on a culinary tour through the southern city and will unwrap the best places to find, enjoy and celebrate local food offerings. A bounty of 
mouthwatering delights awaits you in this engagingly written guide as well as a rich array of other, indispensable food-related information including: 
Food festivals and culinary events; Specialty food shops; Trendy restaurants; Time-tested iconic landmarks; Atlanta Breweries; and Local coffee 
shops.
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4/9/17&4/10/17 6AM/12AM 15:00
PERSPECTIVES: Human Rights Campaign (HRC) Atlanta Gala – Keith Faucett HRC Atlanta
The Human Rights Campaign is America’s largest civil rights organization working to achieve lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender equality. By 
inspiring and engaging all Americans, HRC strives to end discrimination against LGBTQ citizens and realize a nation that achieves fundamental 
fairness and equality for all. The Human Rights Campaign cannot operate without funds, and here in Atlanta, has grown to host one of the largest 
fundraisers in the country for the cause of equality. The Atlanta Gala Dinner is an annual event that consists of a large private auction, followed by a 
black-tie dinner to celebrate the steps we have made and to look towards a more just future.

           4/30/17&5/1/17   6AM/12AM  25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Georgia’s Sixth Congressional District – Can Dems #Flipthe6th Tharon Johnson
On April 18, GA06, the district once represented by now Health and Human Services Secretary Tom Price saw a Democrat finish first in an open call 
primary.  With 19 percent of the vote, Republican Karen Handel earned a spot in a June 20 runoff.  The race would go on to be the most expensive 
race for a House seat in history with $50 million spent.  Handel prevailed to become the first Republican woman to represent Georgia in Congress.  
Our guest is political analyst Tharon Johnson.  He’s a democratic strategist.  He managed Kasim Reed’s campaign and worked on both Obama 
campaigns in ’08 and ’12. He also worked on the Hillary Clinton campaign in 2016.

                 5/7/17&5/8/17      6AM/12AM     25:00
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PERSPECTIVES: USPS annual Food Drive – Eric Sloan Branch 73, Stefanie Mack, Eileen Ford and Lacy Manning ACFB 
Each year, the U.S. Postal Service and the National Association of Letter Carriers (NALC) sponsor a nationwide food drive to benefit community 
food banks.  In 2016, over 290,000 pounds of food were collected by local letter carriers or brought to post offices by Atlanta area residents in 
support of their communities. This year is the 25th anniversary of the NALC Food Drive.

EMPLOYMENT / BUSINESS ISSUES:  
5/14/17       1AM 12:00

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Melissa Sullivan, Mayflower Marketing Communications Director and moving expert talks about the moving habits of 
the millennials. In a survey, Mayflower found that 41% of 1000 millennials embraced "Vacation Moves" where they move to a new city with no 
intentions to stay there permanently. And only 40% of vacation movers relocate with a secured job in place, which asks the question, "Will they ever 
settle down or will they continue to move chasing jobs and adventure? Sullivan says yes, the age seems to be between 30 and 35 to settle down.
 5/14/17     1AM 8:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Economist Frances Donald and Market researcher, Lisa Greenwald talks about a John Hancock Survey Sentiment 
Index that reveals how people are feeling about the economy after the first quarter in this administration. Investors are optimistic, most think it's a 
good time to buy a big ticket item such as a house and most think they will be better off two years from now.

5/20/17     1AM           16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Latoicha Andino, attorney and blogger, talks about how to live a luxe life on a budget. Andino became a stay at home 
mom and couldn't live the life she was accustomed to without her attorney money and decided to take $20 and see if she could look her best and she 
did it. Andino talks about travel, fashion, food and more on her site, Luxtipsmag.com

6/17/17                  1AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Jake Neuberg, Co-Founder of Revolution Prep talks about how to prevent the summer slide for our students. The 
average student lose approximately 2 and a half months of math and 2 months of reading skills during summer break. It can take up to 2 months from 
the first day of students' brains to get back on track. Revolution Prep has an online platform which provides full-time qualified tutors to ensure 
consistent learning. Revolutionprep.com
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6/10/17 1AM 18:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Devin Robinson, Professor, Entreprenuer and CEO of The Beauty Institute talks about the upcoming Beauty 
Supply Summit taking place in Atlanta at the Cobb Galleria May 21st. The one day summit is designed to bring the urban beauty supply market's top 
leaders, consultants, store owners, product manufacturers and distributors under one roof. beautysupplysummit.com 

6/18/17 1AM 15:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Patrina King, CEO of Golf Women Mean Business talks about "Women's Golf Day in Georgia at the Capitol". This is 
the first time in the history in the state of GA that Women in Golf will be celebrated and honored. June 6 will be recognized as Women's Golf Day in 
GA. After the awards presentation at the Capitol, there will be a reception at Eagle's Landing Country Club and a 9-hole contest afterwards, ending 
the evening with a Formal dinner at the Commerce Club.  Golfwomenmeanbusiness.com


